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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Medial Axis Approximation and Regularization
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Research Advisor: Professor Tao Ju
Medial axis is a classical shape descriptor. Among many good properties, medial axis is thin,
centered in the shape, and topology preserving. Therefore, it is constantly sought after by
researchers and practitioners in their respective domains. However, two barriers remain that
hinder wide adoption of medial axis.
First, exact computation of medial axis is very difficult. Hence, in practice medial axis is
approximated discretely. Though abundant approximation methods exist, they are either
limited in scalability, insufficient in theoretical soundness, or susceptible to numerical issues.
Second, medial axis is easily disturbed by small noises on its defining shape. A majority of
current works define a significance measure to prune noises on medial axis. Among them,
local measures are widely available due to their efficiency, but can be either too aggressive
or conservative. While global measures outperform local ones in differentiating noises from
features, they are rarely well-defined or efficient to compute.
xii
In this dissertation, we attempt to address these issues with sound, robust and efficient
solutions. In Chapter 2, we propose a novel medial axis approximation called voxel core.
We show voxel core is topologically and geometrically convergent to the true medial axis.
We then describe a straightforward implementation as a result of our simple definition.
In a variety of experiments, our method is shown to be efficient and robust in delivering
topological promises on a wide range of shapes. In Chapter 3, we present Erosion Thickness
(ET) to regularize instability. ET is the first global measure in 3D that is well-defined and
efficient to compute. To demonstrate its usefulness, we utilize ET to generate a family of
shape revealing and topology preserving skeletons. Finally, we point out future directions,
and potential applications of our works in real world problems.
xiii
Chapter 1
Introduction
Shapes are the building blocks of the world. Understanding of shapes is beneficial to many
research fields [52, 56, 84]. For example, robots rely on shape recognition techniques to
navigate in their environment without bumping into obstacles. Plant scientists study the
shape of roots to better engineer the plants. Pharmaceutical researchers apply insights
gained from analyzing the shape of proteins for drug design. In all these scenario, automatic
shape analysis and understanding play a crucial part. However, computational tools that
match the performance of human vision are still at large. Moreover, such tools are often
required to outperform human in terms of quantitative accuracy, making the solution even
more challenging.
In light of this, shape analysis has become an active research area. The de-facto approach
to carry out shape analysis is to find proper shape descriptors which facilitate high-level
reasoning, e.g., shape matching and retrieval [80, 15, 91, 92]. A shape descriptor is an
abstraction of the shape, which is defined by its geometry and topology. Geometry describes
what the shape looks like, while topology reflects more structural information, including the
number of components and holes. Existing shape descriptors often capture one aspect of the
shape, whereas medial axis encodes both the geometry and topology. We believe focusing on
1
both aspects of a shape is beneficial to shape understanding and its downstream applications.
Hence, medial axis is the topic of the dissertation.
To carry out any computation on shapes, we need to represent them in digital forms. Dif-
ferent representations lead to different methods of performing the same analysis. In the
remaining of the chapter, we first discuss a few common shape representations. We then
introduce the medial axis and highlight its relation to different shape representation. Lastly
we give an overview of the dissertation.
1.1 Shape Representation
There are two common shape representations: boundary and volume. Depending on the
specific application, one can be more useful than the other. For displaying an opaque object,
representing the boundary usually suffices. In other applications, e.g. medicine and biology
where the interior of an object is often studied, it is important to represent the entire volume
of the shape.
Boundary representation only encodes the interface separating the inside and outside of
the shape. A popular realization is triangular mesh, which samples the shape boundary with
points and connects them with triangle faces (see Figure 1.1). As a simplicial complex, the
elements in a triangle mesh either are separated, or intersect at a common vertex or edge.
This light-weight and simple representation is widely used in computer graphics for shape
exchange, rendering, and geometry processing. One drawback about triangular meshes is
they can only represent piece-wise linear shapes exactly. Furthermore, in areas like man-
ufacturing, a human being often needs to digitally build and manipulate mechanical parts
2
Figure 1.1: An example for mesh and voxel representation of a ball in 2D and 3D. The mesh
represents the boundary of ball with points and edges in 2D (a), and contains additionally
triangle faces in 3D (b). Instead, the voxel representation (c, d) uses cubes as basic elements.
Elements of largest dimension belonging to the ball are colored in red (edges in 2D and faces
in 3D), and lower dimensional elements in black (points in 2D and edges in 3D).
with free-form surfaces and curves, which is hard to perform on a triangular mesh. For these
purposes, B-Rep (boundary representation) is adopted. In contrast to a triangle mesh where
each face is a linear polygon, a B-rep is more versatile in the sense it contains a collection
of parametric patches whose spatial relationship is encoded using a graph. A parametric
patch is a “deformed” square shape with each point on 2D domain assigned a position in
3D. Because of its mathematical definition, parametric patches can be relatively easy to edit
while preserving curved surface details.
Volume representation treats the shape as partitioning the space into interior and exterior.
Two typical representations are voxel shape and tetrahedral mesh. Voxel shape partitions
the entire space using cubes of same size, known as voxels. The center of each cube is marked
with a flag indicating in- or out-side of the shape. The shape has its interior represented
as the union of inside voxels, bounded by faces, edges, and vertices (see Figure 1.1). On
the other hand, a tetrahedral mesh represents a shape using a set of tetrahedra. Similar
to a triangle mesh, a tetrahedral mesh is a simplicial complex in 3D. Each tetrahedron
3
represents a part of the volume inside the shape, with vertices, edges, and triangle faces
that are on the boundary or interior of the shape. Like any simplicial complex, elements in
a tetrahedral mesh are not allowed to overlap, hence two tetrahedra can only be disjoint,
or share a common vertex, edge, or triangle face. With the interior modeled, volumetric
representation facilitates many application such as volume-preserving shape deformation,
physical simulation, and finite element analysis, all of which are difficult to perform with
boundary-only representations.
While there is no “best” shape representation that all techniques should target, it makes
sense to design a method based on the most commonly used shape representation. In the
following, we choose to focus on triangle meshes and voxel shapes for two reasons. First
these shapes are general enough to which other types of shapes can easily convert. Second,
our research is greatly inspired by and heavily based on a large body of medial axis methods
designed for triangle meshes and voxel shapes.
1.2 Preliminaries
We define basic concepts using point set language to ensure later we can have discussion
with minimal ambiguity. See Figure 1.2 for a visual presentation of some of the concepts.
The open ball is a building block in topology.
Definition 1.2.1. Commonly a ball in space centered at point p ∈ Rn with radius r is
defined as Br(p) = {x ∈ Rn | d(x, p) ≤ r}, where d(x, y) is the Euclidean distance between
two points. We also have a sphere Sr(p) = {x ∈ Rn | d(x, p) = r}. The open ball is the
remainder after taking away the sphere from the ball Br(p) \ Sr(p).
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of some basic concepts in 2D. Every simplex is a face of itself and
a proper face for all simplices below it (left). A mixed simplicial complex in 2D may not
recover its original topology after taking the interior and then the closure again (middle).
However, a pure simplicial complex of full dimensional simplices is equal to the closure of
the interior of itself (right).
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The unit ball is a specialized open ball centered at the origin 0 ∈ Rn with unit radius:
B = {x ∈ Rn | ||x|| = 1}. Another example is the half ball, which is defined as the unit open
ball restricted to the half-space of the last dimension H = {x ∈ Rn | ||x|| = 1 and xd ≤ 0}.
In the following we only consider balls with non-negative radii.
We can then re-define the already familiar concepts like open and closed set using open ball.
Definition 1.2.2. Given a set A ⊆ Rn, it is open if for any point p ∈ A there exists an
open ball with positive radius that’s fully contained in A. A is closed if its complement
Rn \ A is open. A is bounded if two points in it cannot be infinitely far away, that is
p, q ∈ A, and d(p, q) ≤ l, where l ≥ 0. We call a set compact if it’s both open and
bounded.
With these constructs, a shape can be mathematically modeled as a compact subset in space
Rn. We further formalize the ideas of boundary and interior of a shape.
Definition 1.2.3. The boundary of a set A ∈ Rn, denoted as ∂A is the set of points for
which any open ball, however small, always intersects with both A and its complement. The
closure of A, defined as A = A ∪ ∂A, adds the boundary part to itself. Conversely, the
removal of ∂A from A, i.e. A \ ∂A produces the interior of A.
A concrete example of shape modeled mathematically is a simplicial complex (Figure 1.2).
Definition 1.2.4. A k-simplex δ is the convex hull of k + 1 vertices P . In particular,
k-simplex is a vertex, edge, triangle, and tetrahedron for k = 0, 1, 2, 3. A k-simplex is said to
have dimension k. A face of δ is the convex hull of a non-empty subset of P , thus a simplex
ranging from any vertex to δ itself. A simplicial complex is a point set composed of finite
number of simplices. It contains as element every face of every simplex. The intersection of
two simplices in the complex is either a common face (vertex, edge, triangle, etc.) or empty.
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Simplicial complex offers an abstraction to discrete shape representation. For example,
a triangular mesh is a simplicial complex. It is also the vehicle that enables analysis of
theoretical properties for many practical tools operating on meshes. Hence, while being
a mathematical object, simplicial complex is closely relevant to practical applications. In
Figure 1.2, we show two example simplicial complexes in 2D. One contains purely triangles,
while another contains two and lower dimensional simplices. Note that those simplices of
lower dimension will be lost after opening since they have no interior of same dimension as
those full dimensional elements.
1.3 Medial Axis
1.3.1 Definition
Medial axis is a classical shape descriptor. Since the introduction by Blum in 1961 [12],
medial axis has received wide attention due to its faithful representation of a shape’s geometry
and topology at the same time. Many possible applications using medial axis are explored
in computer graphics, computer vision, and computational biology.
Most commonly, the medial axis of a shape can be defined as the set of points inside the
shape with non-unique closest points on the boundary. Mathematically, consider a bounded
and open set O of space Rn. Any point x ∈ O has a set points on boundary ∂O equally
closest to x:
Γ(x) = {y ∈ ∂O | d(x, y) = d(x, ∂O)}
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where d is the Euclidean distance. The medial axis M is then
M = {x ∈ O | |Γ(x)| ≥ 2}
As an example, a blobby shape with its medial axis is shown in Figure1.3(a). Notice a
maximal inscribed ball centers at each medial point x and touches the boundary at points
Γ(x), known as medial ball. The loci of medial ball centers coincide with the medial axis,
and their radii are often referred as the radius function. Medial axis and the radius function
give rise to the notion of Medial Axis Transform (MAT).
Figure 1.3: Two equivalent definitions for medial axis. (a) Blobby shape and its medial
axis. A medial point (orange) with its non-unique closest boundary points (blue) define the
medial ball at that point. (b) Grassfire analogy: the same medial axis is obtained as the
quench site of grassfire that starts from the boundary of the shape. Maximal ball radii are
visualized with lowest value colored in darker blue.
It is worth mentioning one more intuitive definition of medial axis, i.e. the “grassfire anal-
ogy” proposed by Blum. Imagine the shape represents a grass prairie. As illustrated in
Figure1.3(b), a fire starts on the entire boundary of the prairie simultaneously. The fire
propagates along inward normals at a constant speed. Different fire fronts quench when they
meet. The quench site forms the medial axis. The arrival time at the quench site gives the
radius function. Though other definitions of medial axis exist, they are equivalent in the
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Figure 1.4: A generic medial axis in 3D has 5 stable types of points with local topology
equivalent to x1-x5. A point whose neighborhood is equivalent to x6 only appears during the
burning of the medial axis (Figure 3.4), which we will discuss in Chapter 3. There, we shall
also see the “exposure” of a neighborhood is done by removing a set of sectors (red) so that
remaining part (gray) becomes a boundary component.
sense that the unique MAT is obtained. We refer the readers to the recent survey [82] for
more definitions.
While simply defined, the medial axis often exhibits a rich structure consisting of curved lines
(in 2D) and sheets (in 3D) that join in a rather complex manner. Studying the structure of
a medial axis is crucial to understanding its unique properties and several applications. In
Figure 1.4 we take a close look at the types of points on an example medial axis M in 3D.
Notice it consists of 3 sheets glued along singular curves, or seams. Multiple seams meet
at a junction point. We assume the medial axis is a generic structure, which means the
types of local neighborhood are stable under infinitesimal perturbation to all medial points.
According to [30], there are five types of points depicted by x1, . . . , x5 on M in the figure.
Each point contains one or more sectors in its local neighborhood. More precisely, x1 is a
manifold point since it has a neighborhood equivalent to a 2D open ball; x2 is a boundary
point since it’s locally equivalent to a 2D half ball; while x3-x5 are all singular points whose
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neighborhoods are made up of multiple sectors. x6 is not a stable type of points in generic
situation, but it will arise during the burning of medial axis as we shall see in Chapter 2.
In some of these neighborhoods, we can identify a set of sectors (colored in red) so that
removing them will “open up” the neighborhood, making the remaining part equivalent to a
half-disk (colored in gray). Note type 2 and 6 neighborhoods are “open” already. Later we
shall see this operation is a crucial component when we introduce burning of a medial axis
in 3D in Chapter 3.
1.3.2 Properties
Figure 1.5: The medial axis of a 2D (a) [82] and 3D (b) shape. Note how topological features
like holes and handles are captured by the medial axes.
The elegant definition of medial axis entails a set of important properties. Here we highlight
four. See Figure 1.5 for two examples.
Thin. Medial axis is guaranteed to be at least one dimensional lower than its defining shape.
In 2D, it is a 1D planar graph consisting of curved lines joining at junction points; In 3D, it
is a surface structure containing 2d “sheets” glued along non-manifold curves.
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Topology preserving. Medial axis faithfully encodes topology of the input shape, i.e. the
number of components and genus. Specifically, for a 2D shape genus counts the number of
holes which are preserved by loops of lines in the medial axis. For a 3D shape, genus counts
the number of handles, each of which corresponds to a loop of sheets in the medial axis.
Centered. Medial axis naturally sits in the center of the shape because every medial point
is “sandwiched” by two or more boundary points. Hence the name “medial”.
Reconstructibility. Medial axis transform can reconstruct the original shape using union
of the medial balls. Further, the level of details of reconstruction can be controlled by
selecting only a subset of medial balls.
1.3.3 Applications
Figure 1.6: Using medial axis for shape simplification [85].
Figure 1.7: Using medial axis for shape smoothing [50].
Through its desirable properties, medial axis has found its way into many high-level appli-
cations. Tam and Heidrich [85] propose a simplification method that first removes branches
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Figure 1.8: Medial axis provides alternative shape representations which are beneficial for
animation (a) and hand tracking (b). Image courtesy of [86, 87].
from medial axis and then reconstructs a simplified shape (Figure 1.6.). Similarly, Miklos
et al. [50] achieves shapes smoothing by simplifying away small scale features on the medial
axis (Figure 1.7.). To efficiently render excessively detailed laser scanned data, Peters and
Ledoux [59] utilize the medial axis to down-sample point clouds without severe loss of visual
quality. Inversely, to better reconstruct shapes from incomplete scans, Tagliasacchi et al.
[83] up-sample the data to complement the missing region from an estimated medial-axis-
like structure. In computational biology, researchers use the skeletal structure derived from
medial axis to locate alpha-helices and beta-sheets of proteins [10]. Recently, medial axis has
inspired a line of works that investigate effective shape approximation in more interactive
settings, e.g. computer animation and hand tracking [86, 87, 88] (Figure 1.8.). Other ap-
plications take advantage of the shape depicting property of medial axis to improve feature
extraction, shape metrology, segmentation and part decomposition [65, 72, 64, 66, 42].
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1.3.4 Challenges
Admittedly, it is not without cost to achieve these properties. On one hand, exact compu-
tation of medial axis is very difficult. Due to concave regions on the shape, the medial axis
often contains hyperbolic lines and surfaces in 2D and 3D. Especially in 3D, tracking these
geometries and their intersections exactly requires finding roots of high-degree polynomials
[1]. The only exact algorithm [21] is difficult to implement, and slows down quickly even
when shapes are only slightly complicated. Therefore, most efforts have been focused on
approximating medial axis. However, this is not a trivial task either. For example, one class
of existing methods attempts to straightforwardly simulate the grassfire analogy on a voxel
shape by peeling off voxels layer by layer until the subset of voxels are left which can be
used to approximate the medial axis. However, these methods generally scale poorly and
ignore theoretically bounding the difference between their results and the true medial axis.
The other class of methods resorts to sampling the shape on the boundary and proves the
Voronoi diagram or some derivative structure of the samples approximates the medial axis
under a set of theoretical guarantees. However, numerical robustness is affected by the high
complexity of the algorithms.
Figure 1.9: Illustration of a 2D example where the medial axis is sensitive to a small bump
on the boundary. A noisy branch is extended to capture it.
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On the other hand, medial axis is notoriously sensitive to even tiny bumps on shape’s bound-
ary. As illustrated in Figure 1.9, even a tiny bump on the boundary is captured by some
branch of the medial axis. This is due to the very definition of medial axis: every point on
the noisy branch has two or more nearest points within the bump, thus being part of the
medial axis. As a clean medial axis is vital to many applications, a major research direction
concentrates on medial axis pruning. These two fundamental challenges significantly hinder
wide adoption of medial axis.
1.4 Contributions and Overview
In this dissertation, we aim to tackle the two challenges with novel solutions.
Approximation using voxel core To address the computation challenge, we present voxel
core, a new medial axis approximation solution. Existing methods either lack theoretically
supported error analysis between approximation result and true medial axis, incur large
memory footprint thus scale poorly, or fall short in numerical robustness and ease of repro-
ducibility. Our voxel core, while simply defined, features theoretically sound properties as
being thin, topology preserving, geometrically close to the true medial axis of a voxel and
smooth shape. In practice, voxel core is simple to implement, computationally efficient, and
delivers theoretical promises robustly for both voxel shapes and smooth surfaces.
Pruning using Erosion Thickness To address the hyper-sensitivity of medial axis in
3D, we present a novel significance measure called Erosion Thickness. The majority of the
existing works define a significance measure over the medial axis to prune away the subset
considered as less important guided by the measure. Among them, most are locally defined.
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While being simple and fast to compute, local measures often mistake noises for features
and vice versa. More desirable measures are based on global shape information. These
measures can better distinguish features from noisy branches, but are rare and expensive to
compute. Our Erosion Thickness is the first mathematically defined global measure that’s
noise-discriminative and efficient to compute. To demonstrate its usefulness, we utilize ET
to compute a family of skeletons with surfaces and curves to represent planar and tubular
features on the shape. Because of the good properties of ET, our skeletons are noise-resilient,
shape revealing, and topology preserving.
In the following, we first describe medial axis approximation using voxel core in Chapter 2.
We then present Erosion Thickness significance measure in Chapter 2. Finally, we conclude
the dissertation with some discussion and future works.
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Chapter 2
Approximation of Medial Axis
2.1 Introduction
Despite having a simple definition, in 3D the medial axis is a complex network of curved
surfaces for a moderately complex shape. Exact computation methods exist, e.g. [21]. They
guarantee to reproduce medial axis with properties as discussed in Section 1.3.2, but are only
feasible for simple shapes due to high computational cost. In practice, most existing methods
resort to approximation to be able to scale to complex real-world shapes. Unlike exact
methods, medial axes generated by approximation methods don’t always carry all theoretical
soundness. Thus, reliably computing sound medial axes approximation is a fundamental
challenge.
Current research in medial axis approximation generally follows two approaches: voxel-based
and sampling-based. Voxel-based methods operate on voxel shapes, which are native rep-
resentation for shapes in e.g. medical imaging and physical simulation (sec. 1.1), or can
be obtained from boundary-only shapes via the voxelization process. The methods work
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by peeling voxels layer by layer starting from the boundary of the shape until the remain-
ing subset can approximate the medial axis. The peeling process can easily preserve the
topological equivalence of the voxel shape, and often leads to a simple implementation with
strong numerical robustness. However, they need to store the entire voxel volume in memory,
which incurs an expensive time and space cost. Moreover, the theory quantifying the geo-
metric similarity between the computed and true medial axis is lacking. On the other hand,
sampling-based methods sample the given shape with a set of sufficiently dense points set
on or near the boundary. They then compute the Voronoi diagram, and take a subset of it
to approximate the medial axis of the original shape. Compared to voxel-based methods,
these methods can scale to much larger input sizes since only boundary samples are needed.
The theory support behind this line of works is also abundant, showing both topological and
geometrical convergence of the approximate results to the true medial axes when certain
conditions are met. However, most methods involve non-trivial geometric procedures (e.g.
multiple passes of Voronoi diagram computation) which are not numerically robust. Due to
this reason, results of sampling-based methods are often ridden with topological errors.
Contributions In this chapter, we address this challenge with a new method for approx-
imating the medial axes of both voxel and boundary-only shapes that is simple, efficient,
and numerically robust. More importantly the method features all theoretical guarantees
for voxel and smooth shapes as it is supported by two novel observations on voxel shapes.
First, we show that the medial axis of a voxel shape can be approximated with both topo-
logical and geometrical guarantee using the voxel core, i.e. the interior subset of Voronoi
diagram of voxel corners on the boundary. Second, we show that the voxel core can serve as
a theoretically sound approximation to the medial axis of any smooth shape with converging
behavior via sufficiently fine voxelization of the shape.
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These theoretical insights lead to a simple approximation method applicable to both voxel
shapes (natively) and boundary-only shapes (via voxelization). Compared to existing voxel-
based methods, our method not only scales better to large input volumes but is also equipped
with convergent guarantees. Compared with current sampling-based methods, our method
is not only simpler to implement but can capture the topology of the input more robustly.
For the remaining of the chapter, we plan to review the works that are most relevant to
our method. Then we will formalize various notions including voxel shapeand the voxel
core. Theoretical results are stated and proofs are given for topological guarantees, while
other proofs for geometric guarantees are presented in the appendix. After the theory part,
the algorithm is self-explanatory and presented in sec. 2.6. We conclude the chapter with
experimental results and comparisons.
2.2 Related Works
We briefly review two closely related bodies of work, i.e. voxel-based methods and sampling-
based methods. Readers can check the recent surveys [82, 75] for more medial axis generation
approaches.
Voxel-based methods These methods operate on voxel shapes and approximate the medial
axis using a subset of the voxels featuring properties similar to the medial axis, such as being
thin, centered, and preserving the topology of the shape [76, 69]. Focusing on only voxels
lends these methods great simplicity. In the core of such a method is a thinning process,
where one simply strips away layers of voxels starting from the boundary that meet certain
criteria and keep those voxels essential for maintaining the right topology [70, 11].
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The order of removal of voxels is usually guided by non-Euclidean distance metric, such as
Manhattan distance [58, 90], chamfer distance [63], and < 3, 4, 5 > distance [6]. However
these distances are dependent on the voxel grid orientation. Thus the medial axis results are
sensitive to transformation like rotation of the shape. More accurate and transformation-
invariant results can be obtained using the Euclidean distance field [5, 29], or other fields
derived from more global shape information [37, 74, 67, 68]. Nevertheless, these enriched
fields require more information for each voxel, hence incurring drastically more time and
space cost, both of which is a cubic function of the voxel resolution. As imaging technologies
mature, voxel shapes of resolution 10243 are not uncommon in these days. Therefore the
lack of scalability puts a strong limit on the applicability of these methods.
Instead of having voxels of same size, a voxel shape can be organized into a hierarchical
structure which serves space hashing functionality while minimizing its storage footprint.
Utilizing this feature, other methods search for medial axis features initially in every voxel
[28, 45], and only refine the search when necessary [27, 78, 79]. Still, the computational cost
can be relatively high.
In practice, most of the voxel-based methods can and have been applied to non-voxel shapes,
e.g. triangle meshes, via voxelization. However, to our knowledge, there is no medial axis
approximation work based on this technique that formally discusses the topological and
geometric quality of such approximation.
Sampling-based methods As the name suggests, this class of methods consider samples on
or around the boundary of the shape. They usually output a subset of the Voronoi diagram
of the sample points or some derivative structure as the medial axis. Without worrying
about the interior of the shape, these methods are natively more efficient and scalable than
voxel-based methods. More effort is therefore devoted to which part of Voronoi diagram is to
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keep and assuring the subset they consider can serve as a good medial axis approximation,
meeting both topological and geometric properties. In 2D, one can simply take the Voronoi
diagram that’s inside the shape when the sampling is dense enough [14]. This is not true
in 3D because not every point of the Voronoi diagram inside the shape is close to the true
medial axis due to the existence of “sliver” triangles a Voronoi element can be dual to [2].
A sampling-based method usually needs to carefully ensure no part that’s distant from the
medial axis is in the result, or no part that’s close is missed out.
Some works keep a subset of the Voronoi diagram filtered by some angle-based criteria
[8, 23]. The output is shown to approach to the true medial axis geometrically as sampling
distance goes to zero, but may not maintain the same topology as the shape. Giesen et al.
[32] discover that the unstable manifold of the Voronoi diagram features the same topology
as the smooth shape and can also achieve the geometric convergence with the help of the
angle-filtration from [23]. Unfortunately this structure is extremely expensive to compute
[16].
Amenta et al. [2] propose to consider “poles” of Voronoi diagram and use the dual of the
power diagram of them as the medial axis. Known as power shape, the structure stays close
to the true medial axis and preserves the same homotopy of the shape, except consisting
of full dimensional solids, e.g. tetrahedra in 3D, thus not thin. Later, thinness is achieved
by replacing power shape with the medial axis of a union of ball representation of the
shape which can be computed exactly [4, 85]. However this delicate structure is difficult to
be computed robustly as it involves multiple passes of Voronoi diagram computation and
geometric intersections. The widely used implementation by Miklos et al. [50] routinely
produces results with duplicate faces and closed “pockets” as we will see later.
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Generally speaking, our method is equally theoretically sound, and efficient as sampling-
based methods, while being simpler to implement and numerically robust similar to voxel-
based methods.
2.3 Preliminaries
Here we introduce some constructs tightly related to the theoretical study in this chapter.
We first briefly review two classical computation geometry objects, namely the Voronoi
diagram and Delaunay triangulation, for which examples are illustrated in Figure 2.1. Similar
to sampling-based methods, our method is also heavily based on these structures.
Definition 2.3.1. Given a point set P ⊂ Rn, a.k.a. sites, the Voronoi diagram V D(P )
partitions the space into Voronoi cells, each associated with a site. The Voronoi cell of
p ∈ P contains all points in Rn to which p is closer or equally distant than other sites. A
Voronoi cell in 3D has d dimensional elements on its boundary where d = 2, 1, 0, namely
Voronoi faces, edges, vertices, while a Voronoi cell in 2D only has Voronoi edges and
vertices on the boundary. The Voronoi diagram of P , V D(P ), is made up of the boundary
of all Voronoi cells. Each d-dimensional element of V D(P ) is dual to a (n− d)-dimensional
element in the corresponding Delaunay triangulation of the set P , denoted by DT (P ).
Denote an element in DT (P ) by e ∈ DT (P ), and its dual e˜ ∈ V D(P ), the Delaunay
element is defined as the convex hull of points in P whose dual Voronoi cells share e˜ on
their boundary.
First, observe that the interior of a Voronoi cell is strictly closer to only one input site, while
its boundary is closer to two or more sites. Therefore V D(P ) can be equivalently defined
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as the set of points in Rn that are equally closest to multiple sites. Second, let’s assume
all points are in generic positions, meaning at most three points can lie on a circle and
four points on a sphere. Then, a Voronoi face, edge, and vertex can be equidistant to two,
three, and four sites respectively. As a result, the elements in the dual structure, DT (P ),
are all simplices. To be precise, a d-dimensional element e ∈ DT (P ) for d = 3, . . . , 0 is a
tetrahedron, triangle, edge, and vertex, respectively. In many cases the generic assumption is
not satisfied, e.g. when P is the voxel corners on the boundary of a voxel shape. In this case
the Voronoi diagram V D(P ) will have edges and vertices that are equidistant to arbitrary
number of sites. As a result, their duals will become general polygons and polyhedron.
However, both situations are nicely covered by our definition of Delaunay element.
We would like to highlight one property about Delaunay triangulation, i.e. the empty ball
property, which often stands out to be very useful in many Voronoi diagram and Delaunay
triangulation related reasoning.
Theorem 2.3.1. Empty ball property. Given the point set P and its Delaunay triangula-
tion DT (P ), e is an element in DT (P ) if and only if the vertices of e lie on an n-dimensional
empty ball whose interior contains no other points from P .
One can show that for a Delaunay element, any empty ball of it is centered on the corre-
sponding Voronoi dual element.
We then formally introduce Hausdorff distance, which is a common way of quantifying
difference between two point sets. We are interested in measuring distance between two
medial axes.
Definition 2.3.2. Given two non-empty sets A,B ⊂ Rn, and the distance function d(x,X)
from any point x ∈ mathbbRn to a set X ⊂ Rn, we can define a one direction distance from
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A to B as
dA→B = sup
x∈A
d(x,B)
similarly we have for the direction B to A
dB→A = sup
x∈B
d(x,A)
the larger of the two defines Hausdorff distance
dH(A,B) = max{dA→B, dB→A}
2.4 Approximating Medial Axis of Voxel Shapes
We are now ready to conduct a formal study of medial axis, particularly we argue to use
our voxel core as an approximation for the medial axis of a voxel shape, which is justified
by rigorously analyzing its topological and geometric properties.
We consider voxel shapes in 3D. As a reminder, voxels are cubes of same sizes that tightly
pack and partition the space R3. The boundary of a voxel is made up of voxel faces, edges,
and vertices. Neighboring voxels may share an entire vertex, edge, face, or nothing. A voxel
shape O is the interior of the union of a set of finite voxels. Voxels belonging to the shape
are often called foreground or object, while those outside can be referred to as background.
Our voxel shape definition implies 6-connectivity for object voxels, meaning two voxels need
to share a face to close the space between them. See Figure 2.2 for intuitive examples. The
book by Klette and Rosenfeld [39] is a comprehensive material for voxel topology.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1: A 2D illustration of voxel core. Given a simple voxel shape O bounded by
boundary B whose vertices are P (a), the Delaunay triangulation DT (P ) of P is colored
in red, and the dual Voronoi diagram V D(P ) in blue (b). The voxel core is the subset of
V D(P ) dual to the elements in DT (P ) that intersect O.
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Figure 2.2: Voxels can be connected via common face, edge, or vertex in 26-connectivity.
In 6-connectivity, which is what we use to study voxel shapes, voxels are only connected
via a common face. Topologically, our voxel shape is equivalent to its interior without the
boundary. Each case is illustrated using two voxels (blue) and the equivalent underlying
smooth shapes (light red).
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Voxel shapes features a regularity which the proofs in the following exploit:
Lemma 2.4.1. Given a point p ∈ Rn lying on a voxel element e (e.g. edge or face), the
closest voxel vertices to p are vertices of e.
Proof. This should be intuitive in 2D and 3D since each voxel is a cubic shape. To see that
any point p on a voxel element e, we grow a sphere centered at p. The sphere will touch
some vertex of e before reaching to vertices of other voxel elements.
Led by this feature and the empty ball property, we present a property unique to voxel
shapes. Denote together the boundary voxel vertices, edges, and faces for a voxel shape O
by B, and particularly the boundary vertices by P . It is true that:
Theorem 2.4.1. The boundary set B is a subset of the Delaunay triangulation DT (P ) of
the boundary vertices P .
Proof. According to the empty ball property (Theorem 2.3.1), it suffices to show there exists
an empty ball for each element e ∈ B. We can construct a ball with center at the centroid of
e passing through all vertices of e, because its vertices are equally far from the centroid. The
ball is empty because no other points in P are closer to the center of the ball than vertices
of e by Lemma 2.4.1.
We stress that this property is not enjoyed by a general 3D polyhedron, i.e. not every edge
or face of a polyhedron is Delaunay.
A useful consequence of the property is that B divides DT (P ) into two subsets. One subset
is the closure of voxel shape O¯, the other is the complement of O. Note that this is not a
clean division, since the two subsets overlaps at B. The rationale behind is by definition a
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Delaunay element itself is closed with its boundary. Using the first subset, we define voxel
core as its dual in the Voronoi diagram V D(P ):
Definition 2.4.1. The voxel core, C, of a voxel shape O with boundary vertices P is the
subset of V D(P ) whose dual Delaunay elements intersect O.
The need for intersection also reflects that DT is closed with boundary while our voxel shape
O is open. Please refer to Figure 2.1 to get a visual sense of voxel core.
While simply defined, our voxel core possesses all the properties one would desire for a medial
axis approximation. In the following we show that voxel core is thin, homotopic equivalent
to the voxel shape, and completely enclosed within the voxel shape. In addition, the voxel
core is at most a quarter of voxel away from the true medial axis.
Thinness: This is a direct result from duality between voxel core and Delaunay triangu-
lation. Though part of DT (P ), all voxel vertices lie on the boundary ∂O of the shape.
Therefore, they do not intersect with O. By definition, their duals, i.e. voxel cells of full
dimension, are not part of the voxel core. To put it formally,
Theorem 2.4.2. C has no 3-dimensional cells.
As mentioned before, due to being non-generic, the boundary vertices P of a voxel shape
are in non-generic positions. As a result, the voxel core, as a subset of V D(P ), will contain
singular d-dimensional Voronoi elements for d = 1, 0. To see how singular Voronoi edge can
arise, consider a voxel-thick tube, i.e. a horizontal sequence of voxels one next to another.
Its voxel core will be a horizontal line passing through all the voxel centers. To see how
singular vertex is possible, simply consider an isolated voxel. Its voxel core is a single vertex.
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Homotopy equivalence: The topology of the voxel core is equivalent to that of its defining
voxel shape as revealed by the duality. Formally speaking:
Theorem 2.4.3. C is homotopy equivalent to O.
Proof. Our proof follows the one used for Theorem 7 in [3]. We are going to utilize an
intermediate structure called nerve to show that C captures the homotopy type of O. A
nerve is a product for a family of sets, whose element is a collection of sets. The nerve is
an abstract simplicial complex that captures the intersection relationship between different
sets, with a k-simplex for every k sets having non-empty intersection. A result about nerve
is The Nerve Theorem which states that the nerve of a family of convex sets is homotopy
equivalent to their union.
Our idea then is to build a family of convex sets that exactly cover O, and show that C is
topologically equivalent to the nerve of these sets. Let C˜ be the Delaunay elements dual
to C. Since union of C˜ is equal to O¯, we construct a set of modified Delaunay elements
C˜ ′ from C˜ where each element is free of points in ∂O, such that ∪C˜ ′ = O. Since each
element in C˜ ′ is a convex set, they form a family of convex sets, whose nerve is homotopy
equivalent to their union by the Nerve Theorem. We then show C is essentially equivalent
to the nerve, which requires a 1-to-1 correspondence between an elements e ∈ C and some
k-simplex (k > 0) s in the nerve, and within each correspondence e is homotopy equivalent
to s. First we note the correspondence is easy to build. For every k Delaunay cells sharing
non-empty boundary, there exists a dual k-sided Voronoi cell (k ≥ 3), an edge (k = 2), or a
vertex (k = 1). The k Delaunay cells also contribute to exactly one k-simplex in the nerve.
Hence the 1-to-1 correspondence exists. Second, if k ≤ 3, e will be trivially topologically
equivalent to s. Otherwise, s is a higher dimensional simplex that’s not as thin as e. This is
not an issue because e is contained in s as a sub-complex. Since we can collapse s down to
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e without changing its topology, e is homotopy equivalent to s.
We have shown that C is homotopy equivalent to the nerve of C˜ ′. By transitivity of equiv-
alence, C is homotopy equivalent to O.
Proximity: Not only voxel core C preserves the correct topology of the shape O, it is also
within close proximity to the true medial axis M . We show this by bounding the distance
from any point on C to the closest point on M . Let h, the length of a voxel, be the voxel
size. We have:
Theorem 2.4.4. For any point x ∈ C, d(x,M) ≤ 1
4
h
Here we present a sketch of the proof. Please refer to the appendix A for details. Denote
ΓP (x) to be the points in boundary vertices P that are closest to x, and ΓB(x) the set of
points in B = ∂O that are closest to x. We inspect how different they are. If ΓP (x) happen
to be a subset of ΓB(x), then x is a point on M by the definition of medial axis - we are done.
Otherwise, we look for a medial point which is not far from x. Since we have ΓB(x) which
contains some boundary element e closest to x, and at least a boundary vertex in ΓP (x),
they define a medial point y. Since the boundary element e can be a voxel face or edge, the
proof then proceeds with each case and shows, in either case, the segment between x and y
is no larger than the bound and contains a point on M .
As can be expected, the geometric bound implies that we can make the difference between
C and M arbitrarily small by using sufficiently small voxels to represent a given voxel shape
O. For example, we can subdivide each voxel of size h in O into k× k× k voxels of size h/k.
Then the maximal distance from C to M will be reduced to (1/4k)h. The subdivision and
the resulting voxel cores are depicted in Figure 2.3 and 2.4 for a 2D and 3D voxel shape.
Observe that, as more subdivision is applied, the voxel cores not only approach the medial
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Figure 2.3: Subdivision of a 2D voxel shape results in the voxel core (blue) that approaches
true medial axis (green).
axes closer, but also obtain a fuller coverage of the medial axes. This phenomenon leads
us to conjecture that the distance from M to C is also bounded, i.e. C converges to M as
h→ 0.
Enclosure: We conclude our discussion about voxel core by showing, just like the medial
axis, the voxel core C strictly lies inside the voxel shape O. Also, we can show no Voronoi
elements can be inside O other than C. The two facts lead to a simple in-core test: given
a voxel shape with boundary vertices P , a Voronoi element of V D(P ) is on the voxel core
if and only if the vertices of that element are in the shape. To prove the property, we first
show C is disjoint from B - the boundary of O. Concretely, the only elements of V D(P )
that intersect B, are those that are dual to the elements in B, denoted by B˜.
Lemma 2.4.2. A Voronoi element e ∈ V D(P ) intersects B if and only if e ∈ B˜.
Proof.
If e ∈ B˜, then e intersects with B. Since V D(P ) does not contain full dimensional
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Figure 2.4: The voxel core (gray) of the 3D voxel shape gets closer to the true medial axis
(green) after voxel subdivision.
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element, i.e. Voronoi cells, e can only be dual to a boundary edge or face. In either case,
there exists an empty ball centered on the centroid of the boundary element passing through
all its vertices (see Proof of Theorem 2.4.1). Also, in light of our discussion about the empty
ball property, the center of the ball must lie on the Voronoi element, here e. Hence e must
intersect with the boundary element.
If e intersects with B, then e ∈ B˜. By Lemma 2.4.1, the intersection between e and some
boundary element (from B) can only be close to the vertices of that element. By definition
of Voronoi element, e is created due to those closest vertices, which give rise to the dual of
e. Clearly, that dual is on the boundary element. Hence e ∈ B˜.
We are now ready to use the just proved Lemma to show enclosure:
Theorem 2.4.5. C ⊂ O.
Proof. Recall C is only made up of the dual of Delaunay elements that intersect O. Since
boundary B doesn’t intersect O, B˜ is not in C. Also, by Lemma 2.4.2, only B˜ intersects
with B. The two facts imply C is disjoint with B, and is either completely inside or outside
of O. If we show any piece of C is in O, entire C will be in O. This can be done by picking
a boundary face f , which is shared by two Delaunay cells, one being outside of O, the other
intersects with O. We denote the latter one t. The dual of f is a Voronoi edge f˜ with two
vertices, each dual to one of the just mentioned Delaunay cells. By definition, the vertex
of f˜ dual to t is on C. Also, that vertex is inside O, since f˜ intersects B only once (by
Lemma 2.4.2 and a Voronoi element at most intersects its dual once). Hence, we’ve shown
C is inside O.
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As mentioned earlier, we have a simple in-core test based on the assumption that C is equal
to the inside subset Voronoi diagram V D(P ), i.e. any Voronoi element of V D(P ) is inside
O if and only if it is in C. Note we just proved sufficiency. Now we show necessity, i.e. the
inside Voronoi elements must be in C. The only worry one might have is some inside elements
might be dual to the non-boundary Delaunay elements which do not intersect O. We denote
those Delaunay elements by E. However this is not possible. Reusing the above proof, we
can show the dual of E are disjoint from B, and lie completely outside of O following the
same analysis about one Boundary face.
2.5 Approimating Medial Axis of Smooth Shapes
Aside from voxel shapes, another class of shapes is smooth shapes which are C2 continuous
everywhere. They are the basis on which many sampling-based medial axis methods derive
their theoretical guarantees. Therefore, in this section, we also consider applying voxel core
to approximate the medial axes of smooth shapes. We will quantify the approximation
ability both topologically and geometrically. The analysis is broken down into two parts.
First, we convert a smooth shape to a voxel shape via the voxelization process, and give
the conditions on voxel sizes under which the voxel shape can well approximate the original
shape. Then the voxel core of the voxel shape is used to approximate the medial axis of the
smooth shape, for which we show topological correctness and geometrical convergence with
a set of conditions.
Voxelizing smooth shape: We make explicit a few notations as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Let O be the given smooth shape bounded by a C2 continuous manifold surface B. The
reach r of O [20] is defined to be shortest distance between any point on B to the medial
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Figure 2.5: Voxelization converts a smooth shape O bounded by B into a voxel shape Oh
bounded by Bh. Oh consists of voxels of size h whose centers are in O.
axis of O or the complement Rn \ O¯, also known as the local feature size [2, 23]. We use
Gauss digitization [43] to voxelize O at voxel size h. The resulting voxel shape Oh consists
of voxels whose centers are inside O. The boundary of Oh is denoted by Bh, and vertices of
Bh are referred to as Ph.
First, we can bound the distance between the voxel shape and the original smooth shape. We
show two bounds, one between the voxel shape boundary vertices and the smooth boundary,
the other between the open sets representing voxel and smooth shape.
Theorem 2.5.1. For any h < 2
√
3
3
r,
(1) dH(Ph, B) <
√
2+
√
3
2
h
(2) dH(Oh, O) <
√
3
2
h
Please refer to the appendix for the proof. In other words, if the voxel can fit in a sphere of
radius equal to the smooth shape’s reach, the voxel shape produced and the smooth shape
will be close to each other.
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Next, we show voxelization also captures the topology of the smooth shape, whenever the
voxels are sufficiently small.
Theorem 2.5.2. For any h <
√
3
3
r, Oh is homotopy equivalent to O.
The proof is given in the appendix, which is based on a result by Stelldinger et al. [77] that
establishes the requirements of a topology preserving reconstruction from a voxel shape.
Together the two theorems guarantee a topologically correct and geometrically close voxel
shape can be obtained for a smooth shape via voxelization with sufficiently small voxels.
Approximating MA of smooth shape: Knowing voxelization can be done with theoreti-
cal guarantees, and based on the previously obtained results about voxel core, we move on to
show the voxel core well approximates the true medial axis of the smooth shape. Topology
wise, we will show the voxel core captures the topology of the smooth shape. Geometry wise,
we will show a stable subset of the voxel core converges to a stable subset of the true medial
axis.
Let Ch be the voxel core of the voxel shape Oh produced by the voxelization of a smooth
shape O at voxel sizes h. By Theorem 2.5.2, when h is small enough, Oh is homotopy
equivalent to O. Since Ch is homotopy equivalent to Oh by Theorem 2.4.3, it follows that:
Theorem 2.5.3. Ch is homotopy equivalent to O if h <
√
3
3
r.
The geometric convergence of voxel core relies on a concept called λ-medial axis [19]: while
the medial axis is notoriously sensitive to perturbation on the boundary of its defining shape,
its λ-medial axis is stable. Chazal and Lieutier define λ-medial axis as the medial points
whose nearest boundary points can only fit in a sphere of radius greater than λ. They show
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the λ-medial axis of the perturbed shape is within close proximity to that of the original
shape as long as λ is sufficiently big.
We are particularly interested in a theoretical result of λ-medial axis. Chazal and Lieutier
define a -noisy sample of a surface B as a point set P whose Hausdorff distance with the
surface is less than . Then they are able to show as  goes to zero, the λ subset of the
Voronoi diagram of P , denoted as V Dλ(P ) converges geometrically to the λ-medial axis, Mλ
of the shape O bounded by B. It is hopeful that we can make use of this result because the
boundary vertices of our voxel shape, P becomes a -sample of the surface of O as long as
voxel size h is small enough. Indeed, we can show the λ subset of Ch, Ch,λ converges to the
λ subset of the true medial axis of O, Mλ.
Theorem 2.5.4. For any λ > 0 such that the mapping M(λ) = Mλ is continuous at λ, and
any sequence {hn} such that limn→0 hn → 0,
lim
n→0
dH(Chn,λ,Mλ) = 0
Proof. It’s clear that when hn eventually gets below
2
√
3
3
r, Phn , the boundary vertices of
Ohn , will have a bounded distance from O (Theorem 2.5.1), thus becoming an -sample of
O. To use the result by Chazal and Lieutier, we want to show for any given λ, there exists
a sufficiently small hn in the sequence {hn} such that Chn,λ is exactly the part of λ subset
V Dλ(Phn) inside O. Since Chn,λ is also the subset of V Dλ(Phn) in Ohn , we turn to show for
V Dλ(Phn) its part inside O is equivalent to its part inside Ohn , when hn < λ/(
√
3 +
√
2/2)
for a given λ.
We proceed by contradiction. Suppose there exists a point x ∈ V Dλ(Phn) inside O but
outside Ohn . Then x’s nearest vertices in P is enclosed in a sphere of radius greater than λ.
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By Theorem 2.5.1 (2) there is a point y ∈ Bhn such that d(x, y) < hn
√
3/2. Also, among P
the closest vertex z ∈ Phn belongs to the boundary element containing y and forms distance
d(y, z) < hn
√
2/2 (diagonal of a voxel face). Therefore all the closest boundary vertices for
x will fit in a sphere of radius smaller than hn(
√
3 +
√
2)/2, meaning hn > 2λ/(
√
3 +
√
2).
Hence the contradiction.
Similarly, suppose the other direction is not true, i.e. there exists a point x ∈ V Dλ(Phn)
inside Ohn but not in O. Again due to Theorem 2.5.1 (2) there is a point y on B whose
distance to x is d(x, y) < hn
√
3/2, and for y we can find a point z ∈ P with d(y, z) <
hn(
√
3 +
√
2)/2. It follows that the smallest sphere enclosing the nearest boundary vertices
for x has a radius smaller than hn(
√
3 +
√
2/2), leading to hn > λ/(
√
3 +
√
2/2). Hence the
contradiction.
In summary, given λ and hn < min(r2
√
3/3, λ/(
√
3 +
√
2/2)), Chn,λ equals the part of
V Dλ(Phn) inside O. By the convergence result, Chn,λ converges to Mλ as hn goes to 0
The theorem states that λ specifies how large the subset of the true medial axis our voxel
core can converge to. By making λ smaller, the voxel core will to converge to a larger subset
of the true medial axis. When λ reaches 0, the voxel core will be equal to the true medial
axis. On the other hand, the voxel core converges to a smaller subset of the true medial axis
if λ is large. In theory, we will always have a sequence of voxel size that goes to 0. Therefore
reducing λ is always desirable. Whereas as we will see in the results section, λ serves as a
balance in practice between approximation accuracy and computational cost. Due to the
unique and prevailing stair-case artifacts introduced by voxelization, we need to set λ to
be sufficiently large to prune away the corresponding noisy branches on the voxel core. In
the meantime, λ cannot be too large otherwise the remainder voxel core will not be able to
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capture important features that are thinner than λ. However if we pick a small λ in hope to
approximate a better coverage of the medial axis, a great number of voxels of even smaller
sizes are required in light of the conditions we have on voxel size which is upper bounded by
a fraction of λ.
2.6 Algorithm
Our simple definition and the highly-practical in-core test enables a 3-step algorithm.
Step 1: Voxelization This step implements the voxelization process described in sec
2.5. If the input is not a voxel shape, e.g. a triangular mesh, it will be converted to a voxel
shape made up of voxels with centers inside the shape. Otherwise, the input shape is directly
passed to the next step.
Step 2: Extraction of voxel core This step exactly computes the voxel core as defined
in Definition 2.4.1 of the voxel shape obtained directly or indirectly from the input. First the
voxel vertices on the boundary of the voxel shape are obtained. Second, the Voronoi diagram
of this point set is computed. Third, using the simple in-core test implied by Property 2.4.5,
the voxel core is easily extracted as the subset of Voronoi diagram inside the voxel shape.
Step 3: Pruning Finally, we output a subset of the voxel core which mimics the λ
subset as much as possible. Specifically, we explicitly ensure topology using a topology
preserving contraction operation to prune away as many as possible the elements whose
nearest boundary voxel vertices can be enclosed in a sphere of radius less than λ.
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Figure 2.6: Steps for approximating the medial axis of a hand shape represented as triangle
mesh (a). We first voxelize the shape (b). We then extract the voxel core (c) with each point
colored by the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing its nearest boundary vertices (blue and
red for small and large radii), and prune it to its λ-subset (d)
The steps are illustrated in Figure 2.6. The most complex procedures of our algorithm are
voxelization and Voronoi diagram computation. Both of them are fairly standard computa-
tional modules for which existing packages are available. Due to this reason, our algorithm
is simpler to implement than existing sampling-based medial axis approximation methods.
Particularly, the Voronoi diagram can be computed more robustly in our context since the
input points are representable in integer coordinates.
Implementation details For a non-voxel shape represented as polygonal mesh, we use
Polymender [38] as the voxelization tool. It is very efficient in both time and memory,
tolerant to mesh defects (e.g. holes, self-intersections), and outputs a compact octree -
an optimized voxel shape representation that can reach high effective voxel resolution (e.g.
40983). In step 2, we obtain the Voronoi diagram as the dual of the Delaunay triangulation of
the boundary voxel vertices using Tetgen [73], a highly efficient and robust tetrahedralization
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tool. As mentioned earlier, we represent all boundary voxel vertices using integer coordinates
to maximize the robustness of Tetgen. In step 3, we perform the contraction process of [47]
from the boundary of the remainder of the voxel core iteratively. We keep removing, without
changing the topology, those faces and edges 1) that intersect the boundary of the remaining
voxel core, and 2) whose closest boundary vertices can fit in a sphere of radius smaller than
specified λ, until no such elements can be identified.
Complexity The complexity of voxelization using Polymender depends on the depth d and
the number of boundary vertices |P | of the output octree, and the number of polygonal faces
in the input mesh m. The process takes O(d(m+|P |)) time and O(|P |) memory. Though the
time and space of Voronoi diagram could take O(|P |2) time in the worst case, the complexity
is much less, i.e. O(|P |) in time and memory for well-distributed points on a surface [7].
The time and memory of the rest of Step 2 and Step 3 are proportional to O(|P |).
2.7 Results
We evaluate our method with different kinds of input shapes, including voxel shapes, smooth
shapes, and meshes. We first compare with state-of-the-art voxel-based methods for scala-
bility evaluation. We then compare our robustness with sampling-based methods. Lastly we
showcase quality medial axes results for meshes. For all experiments λ is specified assuming
the shape fits in a unit cube. We use a workstation with 3.47GHz CPU and 24GB memory
to collect all the timing and memory statistics.
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Figure 2.7: The performance of our method (and the Tetgen component), HJ [74] and JST
[37]. 5 shapes are voxelized at 10 resolutions (1283-12803). The memory (top) and time
(bottom) consumption is plotted against the number of boundary voxel vertices (horizontal
axis) for each shape at each resolution. HJ and JST both terminate early due to lack of
memory (+) and crashing(*), while our method finishes processing all inputs.
2.7.1 Voxel shapes
We first evaluate the scalability of our method using five smooth shapes (Ellipsoid, Mug,
Elk, Hand, and Fertility) represented as very high resolution triangular meshes, all featuring
enough variation in topology and geometry. Each shape is voxelized at 10 resolutions, from
1283 to 12803 with an increment of 128. Then the resulting voxel shapes are fed to our
algorithm (Figure 2.7). Assuming each shape is scaled to fit in a unit box, we use λ = 0.015
for Elk shape to capture its thin ears, and λ = 0.025 for other shapes. As can be seen both
time and memory usage of our method scales linearly with the number of input boundary
vertices |P |. All inputs can be processed by our method using under 10GB memory, and
most time is spent on computing the Voronoi diagram (using Tetgen).
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We compare with two state-of-the-art voxel based methods. One is JST, the recent work of
Jalba et al. [37], another is the Hamilton-jacobi skeleton [74], shortened as HJ. Both methods
use Euclidean distance transform to realize the grassfire analogy as close as possible, which is
crucial to ensure centerdness and thinness for approximating medial axis as voxels. Observe
that the time and space complexity of HJ and JST exhibit super-linear growth since they
need to process all uniform voxels within the shape. As a result, they can only process voxel
shapes of resolution up to 6403 before running out of memory.
We also demonstrate our performance on a challenging real-world biomedical dataset in
Figure 2.8. The input is a CT scan of 4-week old corn roots at the resolution of 1560×789×
1041. The roots manifest complex branching structures and geometric properties which
can be better visualized and studied with a good approximate medial axis. As depicted
by the figure, our method is capable of processing this input under one minute using only
1.5GB memory. The resulting voxel core makes it possible to compute a topologically correct
curve skeleton using the medial axis regularization method to be presented in Chapter 3.
The skeleton better reveals the roots structure using curves that are much cleaner than the
surface of medial axis. The skeleton is also equipped with a measure that reflects the local
thick of the roots. Such capability enabled by our method is crucial to biologists to conduct
shape analysis on the root system architecture (RSA). Note the other two methods (HJ and
JST) are not able to process this voxel shape because it’s impossible to store the entire
volume with voxels of same size in memory as required by the methods.
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Figure 2.8: For a high resolution CT scan of corn roots (top), the medial axis is computed
using our method (middle), which is then fed to Erosion Thickness (to be presented in
Chapter 3) for a clean curve skeleton (bottom). Each point of the skeleton is colored by the
local thickness (radius of medial ball) of the shape (blue:thin, red:thick). Two regions are
zoomed in to show how a good medial axis helps with revealing complicated structures.
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Figure 2.9: Different λ voxel cores (columns) are extracted for Ellipsoid shape voxelized at
4 resolutions (rows) to show how λ affects geometric convergence of medial axis. The true
medial axis at top-left is highlighted in red. Each point of full voxel cores is colored with
radius of minimal enclosing sphere of the nearest boundary voxel vertices.
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2.7.2 Smooth shapes
Next we present results for smooth shapes. First we discuss practical impacts of choices of
voxel size h and λ using the smooth shape of Ellipsoid. In figure 2.9, the shape is voxelized
at resolution 1283, 2563, 7683, and 12803. For each resolution three λ-subsets are inspected,
with λ = 0.015, 0.025, 0.065. We observe a pattern conforming with Theorem 2.5.4, i.e. λ
controls the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. When λ is small, voxel core converges
to a larger subset of the true medial axis, achieving more accurate approximation. However,
for such a simple shape, noises due to stair-case artifacts of voxelization won’t disappear until
voxel size h reduces to sufficiently small at resolution 12803. On the contrary, big λ worsens
approximation quality, e.g. the rim of the medial axis is missing, but allows convergence to
begin as early as resolution 1283.
Second, we show how the topological and geometric quality of our results compare with three
sampling-based methods: the method by Dey and Zhao (DZ) [23], the power crust method
(PC) [2], and the union-of-ball method (SAT) [50]. We use the 4 out of 5 smooth shapes
as used in the scalability test. For our method, we voxelize each shape into voxel shapes at
3 different resolutions, and set λ in the same shape dependent way as the scalability test.
For other methods, we use their default settings, and set the scale factor s = 1.0 for SAT
to turn off its regularization function. The intermediate point samples of the smooth shapes
generated by SAT are used as input to PC and DZ.
From Figure 2.10 we see our results achieve similar visual quality than the other methods
starting from resolution 5123, at a higher time and space cost since we need more samples.
Nevertheless, a key advantage of our method is topological robustness. Notice that DZ tends
to generate many small islands, and PC produces numerous closed “pockets”, as reflected in
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Figure 2.10: Comparison with sampling-based methods, SAT [50], PC [2], and DZ [23]. Next
to each medial axis we show: the time and memory. Topology information is reflected in a
pair of Euler characteristics and number of components, where incorrect numbers are marked
red. Two pairs are shown before and after duplicate faces are removed for methods other
than ours.
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Figure 2.11: Comparing with SAT on a smooth shape with thin features. SAT requires
extremely high sampling rate and computational cost, but still produces many holes. Our
method is able to capture the topology at resolution 2563 and similar level of geometry at
5123 with much lower cost.
the incorrect Euler characteristics and number of connected components. Although SAT is
backed-up by theoretical guarantees to generate topologically correct and thin medial axes,
in practice we have observed a large number of duplicate faces and occasional closed pockets
(see Elk and Fertility). While it’s easy to remove duplicate faces in a post-process, pockets
cannot be trivially eliminated without affecting topology. In contrast with these methods,
we are able to deliver the theoretical promise of topology preservation robustly in the results.
We’ve also noticed the efficacy in capturing the right topology with our sampling strategy of
using voxel vertices on boundary when delicate features are present in the input shape. We
feed a mathematically defined shape with thin connections between four blobs to SAT and
our method, and compare the results in Figure 2.11. SAT needs a lot of samples (sampling
distance 0.002) to preserve the thin features in the medial axis with expensive time (30min)
and memory (10GB) cost, but at the same time produces many holes. However our method
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Figure 2.12: Approximating the medial axes of mesh shapes (at resolution 10243).
captures the correct topology starting from resolution as low as 2563 and the voxel core
achieves a comparable visual quality at the resolution of 5123 (λ = 0.03).
2.7.3 Meshes
Finally, we present results for input represented by triangular mesh. Our theoretical proper-
ties are not guaranteed to hold in practice because they would require infinitely small voxel
size for polygonal meshes which often have reach of size 0. Even so, we have observed our
method performs well on a set of triangulated meshes. Figure 2.12 shows results for a subset
of the meshes we test on. The voxel core of each shape captures the right topology and
most important geometric features. All the results are computed at resolution of 10243 with
λ = 0.025 at the cost of less than 3 minutes and 5GB memory, while voxel shapes of such
scale are not possible to process for voxel-based methods like HJ and JST.
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Figure 2.13: Approximating the medial axis a Neptune triangle mesh at two fine resolutions.
For shape as complex as Neptune in Figure 2.13, a small λ is necessary to preserve fine
features like the trident, which requires even finer voxels for topology preservation. Because
of the prominent efficiency, our method can still afford the computation with reasonable cost
even at resolution 20483, which produces smoother results than at resolution 1024.
2.8 Summary
In this chapter, we introduce a new medial axis approximation, called voxel core. It features
many desirable properties just like the true medial axis. For voxel and smooth shapes, their
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voxel cores well approximate the true medial axes with both topological and geometrical
guarantees. The solid theory leads to a medial axis approximation method that’s easy to
implement, numerically robust, time and space efficient, and works well for voxel and smooth
shapes, and even for regular triangle meshes commonly seen in the graphics community.
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Chapter 3
Pruning of Medial Axis
3.1 Background and Motivation
As a result of last chapter, we are able to approximate medial axis robustly and efficiently.
However, we learn during the introduction that medial axis is extremely sensitive to noise on
the shape’s boundary. For example in Figure 3.1, small scale noises lead to many spurious
branches that obscure the major structure of the medial axis of a Dolphin shape. In order
to tame such sensitivity, a majority of research works focus on pruning branches that arise
from boundary noise under the guidance by some form of significance measure. A significance
measure rates the importance of each medial axis point using the shape feature around it.
Two types of significance measure exist, i.e. local and global.
Local measures are defined based on the close-by geometry around each medial point. There-
fore they don’t always work and situations exist where they can fail to remove noise or
preserve important subset. Nevertheless, local measures are popular for their intuitive and
simple definition, and can be computed with small overhead. On the other hand, global
measures consider more shape information to rate a medial point. Hence they outperform
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Figure 3.1: The medial axis of a bumpy 3D shape contains numerous spurious sheets. Erosion
Thickness (ET) highlights parts of the medial axis that represent significant shape features.
We use ET to create a family of clean, topology-preserving skeletons made up of both 2D
sheets and 1D curves.
local measures in terms of isolating noise from main features. However it is difficult to define
a global measure, and the computation is usually more expensive than local measures.
It is even more challenging to formulate global significance measures on medial axis in 3D
than in 2D due to the increasingly complex structure. The only well-defined global measure
that we are aware of is the Medial Geodesic Function (MGF) [22], which measures the
geodesic distance between the two closest points on the shape boundary for a medial axis
point. However, MGF is expensive to compute due to many geodesic distance evaluation on
the surface. So far, well-defined ET in 3D is unknown.
Contributions In this chapter, we define, analyze and compute Erosion Thickness on the
medial axis of a 3D shape, which we believe is the first well-defined and efficient-to-compute
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Figure 3.2: Local vs global measures. Top: Medial axes of the same 2D shape colored (blue
for low and red for high) by the object angle measure, the circumradius measure, and Erosion
Thickness. Bottom: Subsets of the medial axes where the respective measure is higher than
some threshold. Local measures, such as object angle and circumradius, fail to differentiate
major shape features (e.g., the horse legs) from boundary noise (e.g., hair).
global significance measure in 3D.
Erosion Thickness in 3D definition. Liu et al. [48] define ET in 2D as the differ-
ence between the arrival time of a fire front propagating over the medial axis and the radii
of maximal balls. Inspired by the same idea, we introduce a burning process over the medial
axis in 3D. Like its counterpart in 2D, our ET in 3D properly highlights major features of a
medial axis (Figure 3.1).
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Efficient approximation algorithm We develop an efficient algorithm that approxi-
mates ET in 3D on a piece-wise linear medial axis with bounded approximation error.
Skeletonization algorithm Guided by Erosion Thickness, we compute a family of skele-
tons, each as a subset of medial axis combining both 2-dimensional sheets with high ET
values and 1-dimensional curves that follow the ridges of ET. Two intuitive parameters con-
trol the pruning of the sheets and curves independently. The skeletons preserve the topology
of the 3D shape and are stable under boundary perturbations (Figure 3.1).
3.2 Related Works
In this section, we first briefly review the research in the domain of medial axis simplification.
Then we focus on the works most relevant to ours.
Simplification There are three general approaches to de-noising medial axes. The first
approach smoothes away small scale bumps on the shape boundary. The smoothed shape
gives rise to a less complicated medial axis [24, 62, 31]. An undesirable side effect is that
smoothing could introduce changes to close shape features, resulting in different topology
than the original shape [50]. The second approach relies on template deformation to fit
prescribed medial axis into a group of similar shapes [33, 61, 60]. Though useful in biological
shape analysis, this approach is limited to shapes with pre-determined structures. Our
method adopts the third approach, which prunes away parts of the medial axis suggested as
noise by a significance measure. During the pruning process, a contraction scheme is often
employed to maintain the right topology.
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Local Measures In local measures, the significance is defined by the local configuration
of a medial axis point and its nearest neighbors on the shapes boundary. For example,
object angle measures the angle spanned by the vectors from a medial axis point to its
two nearest neighbors on the boundary [9, 2, 23, 28, 79]. Measures related to object angle
include the propagation velocity of [13], the outward flux of [74], and the stability ratio of
[46]. Another measure considers the circumradius of the nearest neighbors on the boundary
[18, 17]. The subset of the medial axis where the circumradius is above a constant λ (known
as the λ-medial axis) is provably stable under certain class of boundary perturbations. The
main drawback of local measures is that they cannot capture the size of features (Figure
3.2). Being scale-ignorant, object angle is high both within prominent features and inside
small boundary bumps (e.g., horse hair). Object angle is also low in the transition area
between shape parts (e.g., between horse leg and body). On the other hand, circumradius
only captures thick parts of the shape and easily misses long but thin features (e.g., horse
leg).
Global Measures In global measures, a larger neighborhood is considered to rate a medial
point. Several global measures exist in 2D, among which Erosion Thickness (ET) is a popular
one, which evaluates how much the shape shrinks after the medial axis branch is shortened
[35, 14, 53, 8, 5, 71, 48]. Therefore, ET can differentiate boundary noise from long but thin
features (Figure 3.2 top-right). ET also has several desirable properties. In particular, ET
has no local minima on the medial axis. As a result, thresholding ET never disconnects
the medial axis (Figure 2 bottom-right). Other global measures in 2D that capture shape
loss include the area of erosion [71, 8] and the Potential Residue [54, 55]. However, global
measures in 3D are rare. As far as we know, Medial Geodesic Function (MGF) [22] is the
only well-defined global measure in 3D which is extended from the Potential Residue measure
in 2D [54]. Unfortunately, as we shall see later, MGF is sensitive to geodesic perturbation
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on the shape. Though ET is expected to be more robust, we are not aware of an extension
in 3D.
3.3 Erosion Thickness in 3D: Definition
In this section, we first give a brief review of ET in 2D. We then introduce our measure by
extending ET from 2D to 3D.
3.3.1 Review: ET in 2D
Denote M the medial axis of a 2D shape S, with
R(x) being the maximal ball radii at each point x ∈
M . The importance of a medial point is indicated
by how much the shape has shrunk after eroding the
medial axis from its end points. The remaining shape
is reconstructed by the union of the maximal balls
centered on the remaining part of medial axis. In this
picture, erosion of M starts from the end y and stops
at medial point x. The shape loss, i.e. erosion thickness w.r.t. x is measured by the length
of the red curve: R(y) + dM(x, y)− R(x), where dM is the distance on M . Note that ET is
small if y lies inside a small boundary bump, where the lost portion would be thin (Figure
3.3 top).
Evaluating ET has been based on several heuristics [71], as multiple ends could be considered
as y in dM , until Liu et al. gave a precise definition in [48] by extending Blum’s burning
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Figure 3.3: The burn time (BT, left), maximal ball radii (R, middle), and Erosion thickness
(ET, right) in a 2D ellipse (top) and a 3D ellipsoid (bottom) with small bumps.
analogy (Figure 1.3, right). Recall as Blum’s grassfire quenches, the medial axis forms. Now
imagine, as soon as an end point of M forms, we allow another fire starts from that point.
Again, the fire moves at unit speed along M . It dies out at a junction point unless there
is only one remaining branch, in which case the fire continues along that branch. Finally
multiple fronts meet and quench each other. This burning process gives rise to a burn time
function over the medial axis, BT (x), which computes R(y) + dM(x, y) for x ∈ M . ET is
then:
ET (x) = BT (x)−R(x).
Note in Figure 3.3 (top) the subtraction correctly suppresses the importance of the branch
corresponding to the small bump. In fact, ET in 2D reflects tubularity of the shape.
3.3.2 Defining ET in 3D
Similar to 2D, Erosion Thickness in 3D corresponds to how much the 3D shape has shrunk
after its medial axis is eroded. Inspired by Liu et al. [48], we define ET in 3D as the difference
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between the burn time of a fire over the medial axis (of the 3D shape) and the maximal ball
radii (as depicted in Figure 3.3, bottom). While ET in 2D reflects the tubularity of shape,
ET in 3D indicates the plate-likeness. High ET values appear at the center of wide and thin
plates, where the difference between the lateral distance (i.e., burn time) and the vertical
distance (i.e., maximal ball radius) to the shape boundary is large. In defining ET with
such behavior, the main challenge is the formulation of burning on the complex structure of
medial axis in 3D.
Motivation Intuitively, we want to extend the burning rules to medial axis in 3D as the
following:
1. Fire starts from the boundary of medial axis at the time equal to the maximal ball radius.
Recall in the 2D case the burn time reflects the distance from a medial point x to the shape’s
boundary, which includes not only the fire’s travel distance on the medial axis, but also the
distance from an end to the shape. With the start time equal to the radius function we are
able to model this behavior.
2. Burning stops at a seam line or point if multiple sheets remain there. This is a general-
ization of the die-out rule at a junction point in 2D, which is critical to prevent burning a
hole from the middle of a sheet.
3. At last fire fronts quench each other when they meet.
We next illustrate the new burning process in Figure 3.4. Here, shape S consists of a “fin”
on top of a thicker and wider “board”. Correspondingly, the medial axis M has a fin sheet
and a board sheet joining along a seam. Fire starts from boundary at an earlier time on the
fin sheet than on the board sheet due to rule 1. Fire on fin sheet dies out as it reaches the
seam line on the main board due to the die-out rule (back view of time T1). Interestingly,
in this particular geometric configuration, fire front on the board sheet catches up with that
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Figure 3.4: Burning on the medial axis of a 3D shape (shown in the top-left) at five time
points and at completion.
on the fin at point p (back view of T2). Notice p has the type of neighborhood equivalent to
x6 as depicted in Figure 1.4. The front is immediately divided into two segments A and B at
p. The portion A merges with one front on the fin sheet, against which portion B dies-out
(back view of T3). Later on, two fronts merge into one (at point q at time T4) and finish
burning the rest of the board.
Our definition essentially realizes the above burning
process. To better motivate it, consider a one-sheet
medial axis, i.e. the one in the left figure without
the top fin sheet. In this case burning can be fully
described by only rule 1 and 3. In fact, for a medial
point x, the fire trajectory corresponds to the shortest
path γ to boundary ∂M , and burn time is simply
defined by its length, i.e. geodesic distance. Now add
back the fin sheet which is shorter and narrower than
the board. Suppose x is burned away by the fire front
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on board sheet along a path whose intersection with the seam line is point z. According to
rule 2, the fin sheet portion at z must have been burned by another fire along some path γ′
before γ arrives at z. Otherwise, γ would die out at z and not be able to reach x.
This motivation shows path tree is a good model for encoding the burning rules. For a point
x ∈M , its path tree is rooted at x with leaves on ∂M . More importantly, the tree must have
an interior vertex if it passes through a seam line on M , and must spawn one branch onto
each sheet. This implicitly captures the burn path on other sheets that die-out at the seam,
encoding rule 2. Note a path tree degenerates to a single path if it lies on a single sheet. To
define burn time, we aim to find the “shortest” path tree at x. We first define root-to-leaf
length, which is the distance between root to a leaf plus from leaf to the shape boundary,
encoding rule 1. We then define the length of a path tree, which is simply the maximal
root-to-leaf length among all leaves. Finally, among all valid path trees at x, we call the
one with the minimum length the shortest path tree, whose length captures the burn time,
BT (x). This way we naturally generalize geodesic distance from manifold to non-manifold
setting, since burn time degenerates to geodesic distance when M contains only one sheet.
Definition of burn time We now proceed to the formal definitions of the idea of path
tree and burn time. Recall in the discussion regarding the topology of the medial axis 1.3.1,
the local neighborhood N(x) of a point x ∈ M consists of one or more sectors, each being
equivalent to a full or half disk. For instances, a manifold point has a single disk-shaped
sector, while a singular point has multiple half-disk sectors.
Definition 3.3.1. We call a point exposed by an exposure set of sectors {s1, . . . , sk} if
the removal of them results in no full disk in N(x).
We then formally name a path tree exposing tree
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Definition 3.3.2. A tree on M is an exposing tree if every interior vertex is exposed as
a boundary point by the sectors containing its child edges.
This definition implies the boundary points, ∂M have empty exposure set, which naturally
captures the fact that fire starts from the boundary spontaneously. Length of the tree is
defined as length of the longest path, called the primary path.
Definition 3.3.3. The length of an exposing tree Γ at x ∈ M is the maximum length
among all rooted paths from x to a leaf vertex y ∈ ∂Γ
L(Γ) = max
y∈∂Γ
(dΓ(x, y) +R(y))
where dΓ is the path distance on Γ, R is the radius function over M . The path realizing the
length from x to some leaf y is called the primary path of Γ.
Finally, the burn time of a point is given as length of the shortest exposing trees at the point.
Definition 3.3.4. Let Tx be the set of all exposing trees at x ∈ M . The burn time,
BT : M → R ∪ {∞} is
BT (x) = inf
Γ∈Tx
L(Γ)
The exposing tree that realizes the burn time is called a burn tree.
Note we use infimum instead of minimum because at some points the limit is not achievable.
See Figure 3.5 for an example. There, the shortest length of the path is achieved when the
path goes through the red part of the singular curve. That will force another path to spawn
onto the cylinder to make it an exposing tree. However, the length of the new exposing tree
will be significantly longer than the original path. Hence the burn time cannot be realized
exactly, and can only be captured by the infimum.
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Figure 3.5: A 2D example where for x the burn time, i.e. the length of the shortest path
can only be realized in the limit as the path cannot include the red part of the cylinder base.
Otherwise the path needs to fork onto the cylinder, creating a much longer exposing tree,
thus failing to capture burn time.
With BT in place, ET in 3D is defined as the difference between BT and the maximal ball
radii, R:
ET (x) = BT (x)−R(x).
Similar to the 2D counterpart, our definition of ET in 3D possesses a set of nice properties
that can be explained intuitively from the burning perspective. We give the proofs in the
Appendix B.
Finiteness ET is finite for almost any v ∈ M , as long as a fire can reach it from ∂M .
One exception is that points on a closed surface cannot be reached by any fire due to lack
of boundary, leading to infinite burn time. Therefore ET on closed surfaces is infinite.
Continuity ET is continuous away from seam lines as fire on M propagates in a continuous
way. Even along seam lines, ET varies continuously on the disk of a point burned by the
last fire front.
Local minima Interior to M , ET is free of any local minima at points away from ∂M .
Intuitively, this is because fire only starts from boundary and propagates inward, giving
points more interior higher burn times. Also, in an infinitesimal neighbor of any point that
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can be burned (away from closed surface), there exists at least some direction along which
the radius function changes no faster than the burn time. Together they imply ET at the
point decreases along that direction outward, showing the point is not a local minimum.
3.4 Erosion Thickness in 3D: Computation
We have designed an efficient algorithm to approximate ET on a piece-wise linear medial
axis M represented as a triangular mesh equipped with the radius function R defined at each
vertex. Our output is approximated ET values defined at vertices. To do this discretely, we
construct a graph G = {N,A} to approximate M . We then compute ET on this graph. The
core of the algorithm is computing burn time, for which we modify the classical Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm to adapt to the non-manifoldness of M .
3.4.1 Graph construction
Since M induces a graph structure naturally, one could simply use it as G where nodes
N contains all triangle vertices and arcs A is triangle edges. Instead, we take a graph-
subdivision approach inspired by Lanthier’s method [44]. In addition to the original vertices
of M , we allow each edge to be refined by inserting extra nodes on the edge. User controls
sampling rate by specifying the maximal distance between two nodes on the same edge is
lower than a value ω. Doing so effectively increases accuracy of the computed ET. More
importantly, we can bound the error of approximating ET to be proportional to the distance
between graph nodes, which is in turn bounded by ω.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of graph used for burning and dualization. (a) A refined graph on a
triangle (Solid dots and hallow dots: nodes on vertices and edges. Red and blue: edge-arcs
and face-arcs). (b) Between adjacent nodes on an edge along a singular curve (orange), there
is one edge-arc on every face sharing the edge (grouped by same color). (c) The primary
arcs (blue and red) induce a subdivision on the triangle, whose dual (green) is a polyline
network with vertices at centroids of non-primary arcs (squares) and empty regions (dots)
and edges between them.
Figure 3.6 (left) shows the refined graph for a triangle face. Within each triangle face, a
node can be connected to an adjacent node on the same edge via an edge-arc, or to a node
on the opposite edge via a face-arc. In the end, a pair of adjacent nodes on a non-manifold
edge will be connected by multiple arcs, each on a triangle sharing that edge (Figure 3.6,
right). This is the key that sets our refined graph apart from a traditional one, which is
crucial to model multiple paths that are infinitely close to the seam while on different sheets.
Such case does not arise in manifold region.
3.4.2 Graph-restricted ET and error bound
Before we start computing ET on G, we need to re-inspect the definition of ET . Originally
ET is defined in a continuous setting which carries over to the input piece-wise linear M .
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Now we only work on the graph G which is a strict subset of M . Fortunately, we only
need to modify the definition of the burn time (Definition 3.3.4) by replacing infimum with
minimum.
In particular, we are able to show the modified ETG restricted on graph G is no smaller than
the true ET, and is upper bounded by a quantity related to the true ET.
Theorem 3.4.1. Let |M | be the number of triangles in the input triangle mesh M , g be the
maximal gradient magnitude of R on any triangle edge on ∂M , and ω be the maximal dis-
tance between adjacent nodes of G on a triangle edge. For any node v in G, its ET restricted
on G, ETG is bounded:
ET (v) ≤ ETG(v) ≤ ET (v) + (2|M |+ g)ω
The proof is given in section B.2 of Appendix B.
3.4.3 Algorithm: burning the medial axis
Recall in the burning analogy, fire starts from boundary of M and always advance along
shortest path. Hence, to compute burn time BT , we simulate the burning on G by computing
shortest path tree. We resort to Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. Most notably, we
generalize Dijkstra’s so that it propagates distance on a non-manifold according to our
burning rules.
Algorithm 1 illustrates how we conduct the burning process. Notably, the algorithm com-
putes the graph restricted ET values exactly at each vertex. We use a priority queue Q to
store unburned nodes, ordered by their burn time non-decreasingly. Initially all nodes are
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unburned with burn time set to infinite. Only boundary nodes carry finite burn times equal
to their radii. This aligns with burning rule 1. During each iteration of the burning loop, the
node with smallest estimated burn time in Q is popped. Though it is most likely to pass on
a fire to the neighbors, the node must be burned completely without any remaining sheets.
This is realized by burning the primary sector and other sectors thus made open, and then
check what’s left.
— On one hand, if the node is indeed burned, fire will be propagated forward along every
arc to the neighbor on the other end who will probably perform updates on two levels. On
the sector level, the neighbor receives update via a specific sector s, whose primaryArc will
record where the fire comes from if it gives a better estimated burn time. On the node level,
the neighbor’s primarySector and the best estimated burn time will be updated if sector s
achieves the best among all remaining sectors.
— On the other hand, the node is charred. In this case, we need to update the burn time
of this node to be the minimum burn time of its remaining sectors and make that sector the
new primary sector. We then re-insert the node back to Q. This way of handling partially
burned nodes implements the die-out rule elegantly. The loop terminates when there are no
more nodes to burn. Note, the algorithm also stops when the most front node’s estimated
burn time is infinite. This means all the remaining nodes in Q belong to a closed surface of
M . These nodes don’t have any open sectors, and thus will be left unburned. Lastly ET is
obtained by subtracting R from the computed BT .
A few interesting situations are worth noting here. A manifold node can be burned com-
pletely all at once. In contrast, a non-manifold node will be touched by fire, i.e. charred,
multiple times due to the multiple sectors it has. The last time it is reached by a fire is
when the node is left with a manifold disk sector and thus is burned. Each sector of a node
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monitors a branch of fire from some boundary point on ∂M . As long as the sector is alive,
the estimated burn time recorded there is only going down due to receiving better update
from neighboring, burned nodes. Thus the overall estimated burn time of the node gets
smaller. This promotes the node to move to the front of Q, eventually gets the chance to be
inspected at some iteration. However, if the node is found to be just charred and inserted
back to Q, it can only re-emerge at a later time, thus its estimated burn time will be higher,
or at least the same as last time.
Similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm, the runtime complexity of the algorithm is determined by
number of times of operations on Q and the complexity of each. Such operations include
getMin, pushWithKey, and updateKey. They are called at most O(|A|) times, where |A|
is number of arcs. Using a priority queue, each operation’s cost is at most O(log|N |), where
|N | is number of nodes. Therefore, our algorithm has the same complexity as Dijkstra’s, i.e.
O(|A| ∗ log(|N |)).
3.4.4 Algorithm: computing skeleton
As an application, our ET can be utilized to create a family of clean skeletons from the
given medial axis M . A skeleton is loosely considered as a subset of the medial axis that
correspond to prominent features of a surface S. It is temping to directly prune M using
ET to obtain a skeleton. Unfortunately the result will not preserve the topology anymore.
Though being free of local minima, ET in 3D contains saddle points where M will disconnect
at any threshold above the function values. In addition, since ET prioritizes subset of M
corresponding to planar parts of the S, thresholding can easily lose tubular features. To
address this issue, we will compute medial curves MC to remedy topology and capture
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Algorithm 1 Burn(G): Burning medial axis in 3D. G: graph, with boundary nodes ∂G.
1: for v ∈ G do . Initialize Q with all nodes
2: for all s ∈ v.sectors do
3: s.time←∞
4: s.burned← False, s.primeArc← null
5: if v ∈ ∂G then
6: v.time← v.R
7: else
8: v.time←∞
9: v.burned← False, v.primeSector ← null
10: while Q is not empty do . Main loop
11: v ← Q.getMin()
12: if v.primeSector 6= null then . Burn prime...
13: v.primeSector.burned← True
14: for all exposed s ∈ v.sectors do . ...and sectors thus exposed
15: s.burned← True
16: s.time← v.time, s.primeArc← null
17: if all v.sectors are burned then . v is burned - propagate fire...
18: v.burned← True
19: for s ∈ v.sectors and a ∈ s.arcs do . ...to neighbors via arcs of each sector
20: u← other end of a
21: t← sector of u that contains a
22: if not u.burned and not t.burned then
23: h← a.len+ v.time
24: if h < t.time then
25: t.time← h, t.primeArc← a
26: if h < u.time then
27: u.time← h, u.primeSector ← t
28: Q.updateKey(u, u.time)
29: else . v is charred - update burn time & re-insert it
30: v.time← the minimal time of unburned sectors of u
31: v.primeSector ← the sector with that time
32: Q.pushWithKey(v, v.time)
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tubular parts. Again, our idea is inspired by the grassfire analogy. Recall the quench site
of grassfire of a 2D shape is its 1D medial axis. Since we just perform a burning on the
2D medial axis M , we seek the quench site as our medial curves MC using dualization,
which should be thin and preserve the topology of M . Following that we will also compute
a significance measure similar to ET on M . The skeletons will then be the combination of
M and MC parameterized by the amount of pruning guided by ET defined on each.
Our goal is to approximate the quench site of burning on M . When algorithm 1 terminates,
we have a primaryArc at every sector s of a vertex v, that records v.s is burned by the fire
from neighbor u. We can recover the burn tree of v if we collect all primaryArcs as we trace
from v.s back to the boundary for every sector s of v. Doing this for every vertex gives us
all the burn trees. They are a subset of the arcs of graph G, denoted as A′, each arc being a
“burned”. Intuitively, if we let those arcs of fire continue to propagate, they should quench
somewhere in the “middle” of the remaining part of M \A′. This idea becomes concrete if we
inspect a triangle face of M (Figure 3.6, right). If we only leave the edge- and face-arcs that
are primary within a triangle, we can see they induce a subdivision of the triangle consisting
of a set of empty regions. The regions don’t overlap, and each is bounded by edge-arcs and
primary edge- or face-arcs. According to our intuition, the quench site will be in each region,
medial to the primaryArcs boundary since they represent strip of fires that eventually burn
the region.
Computationally, we obtain a dual structure for each region by connecting the dual point on
each non-primary arc to the dual point of the region. The collection of dual structure in all
triangles will naturally form a network of polyline which serves as our medial curves MC. It
can be shown that MC preserves the topology of the medial axis. Similar to a medial axis,
MC can be noisy since by construction it is “medial” to its defining set M . To regularize
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MC, we follow the approach of [48] to compute a burn time on it, BTMC . We then compute
a similar ET measure on MC, ETMC , which highlights parts of MC that correspond to
tubular features on the surface S. Finally, we produce a family of skeletons controlled by
two parameters θ2, θ1. As seen in Figure 3.7, a skeleton combines sheets from M and curves
from MC guided by the two ET measures using a topology preserving thinning process [47].
Figure 3.7: Skeletons combine prominent subset of medial axis and medial curves controlled
by parameters θ2 and θ1.
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3.5 Results
In this section we compare ET computed using our algorithm with both local and global
measures. We use C++ for all computation and OpenGL for visualization. An existing
medial axis generation method, Scale Axis Transform (SAT) [50] is used to generate the
triangulated medial axes as our input. We perform all experiments on a quad-core PC with
3.2GHz Xeon CPU and 12 GB RAM.
Comparison of significance measures We first compare ET with two local measures,
i.e. object angle and circumradius. Here we show the comparison using the medial axes of
the noisy Dolphin and Elephant shape in Figure 3.8. Our ET measure excels local measures
in differentiating noise from features. While highlighting thin features (the tail of dolphin),
object angle is also high near boundary noise (the large number of islands in the thresholded
medial axis). While circumradius is much less sensitive to boundary noise, most of the thin
features are lost as well. In contrast, ET highlights thin plate features while nicely suppresses
boundary noise.
Compared with MGF, we found ET to be more stable under boundary perturbations that
significantly alter geodesic distances. As shown in Figure 3.9, after ripples are added to
one side of a box, the distribution and range of MGF values notably change while ET stays
roughly the same. Moreover, ET is much more efficient to evaluate. For this example,
MGF is computed in 4 days, while ET takes only 18 seconds. The similar stability against
boundary noises can also be observed in the row corresponding to MGF in Figure 3.8.
Skeletons Due to ETs resistance to noise, the skeletons we computed under its guidance
are also very robust to boundary perturbation. Shown in Figure 3.10, we found the skeletons
barely changes after noises are added to the surface of the Dolphin and Elephant shape.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison with local significance measures. Each measure is visualized by heat
color (higher values use hotter color) and transparency (higher values are more opaque).
Next to it is the portion of the medial axis whose significance values are higher than a
threshold. Note that ET is sensitive to thin, plate-like features (see inserts) while being
robust to perturbation.
3.6 Summary
We have presented a novel global significance measure over the medial axis of a 3D shape by
extending Erosion Thickness previously defined in 2D. Compared to local measures, Erosion
Thickness is able to better differentiate parts of the medial axis correspond to noises from
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Figure 3.9: Comparison with MGF, a global significance measure. After expensive compu-
tation the result of MGF is sensitive to geodesic perturbations, while ET is efficient and
robust.
those that correspond to major features on the shape. In contrast to other heuristics based
“global” measures, our measure is mathematically well-defined. We are therefore able to
analyze its key properties. We also provide an efficient algorithms for computing the measure
and generating clean skeletons based on the measure.
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Figure 3.10: Skeletons generated by our method are robust to boundary noise due to stability
of ET.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Works
In this dissertation, we have presented novel solutions that regularize and approximate medial
axis. Because of many good properties, a considerable amount of effort has been made to
utilize medial axis in domains such as visualization, medicine, and manufacture. However,
there are fundamental barriers that prevent wide application. We refer to them as the
instability and approximation challenges.
We first consider the approximation challenge with a provably good, efficient and robust
medial axis proxy called voxel core. Existing approximation method generally falls into two
categories: voxel-based and sampling-based. Voxel-based methods work on voxel shapes,
and output a subset of the voxels to approximate the medial axis. They are simple to im-
plement under the thinning framework which treats the shape as a dense volume of voxels
and repeatedly peels off as many boundary voxels in the order guided by some field. The
process guarantees that the result will have the same topology as the input. Nevertheless,
these methods are dwarfed by their limited scalability since all voxels need to be densely
stored in memory, limiting the resolution of the voxel shapes they can process. Especially,
the issue is exacerbated in recent methods that use more advanced guidance fields to better
capture the medial-like subset, as a larger footprint is incurred by each voxel. Alternative
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methods employ sparse voxel representation to optimize space usage, but are more difficult
to implement. Moreover, few methods study the geometric closeness between their results
and the true medial axis. On the other hand, sampling-based methods are more scalable as
they only distribute samples on or around a shape’s boundary. Particular efforts are focused
on providing certain theoretical guarantees conditioned on sample density. As more prop-
erty is guaranteed, ranging from proximity, homotopy equivalence, to topological thinness,
these methods generally become more involved. While some methods can be as simple as
picking a subset of Voronoi diagram by some local criteria, more difficult methods require
multiple computation of Voronoi diagram and non-trivial geometric intersection which is
inherently unstable. Consequently, sampling-based methods trade numerical robustness and
ease of implementation for soundness. While also taking samples on boundary, our method
is inspired by an insight in a voxel shape: no more samples than its boundary vertices are
needed whose Voronoi diagram inside the shape, dubbed as voxel core, well approximates
the medial axis. Theoretically, this allows us to show voxel core is topology preserving and
geometrically close to the medial axis of voxel shapes. Additionally with some condition on
voxel sizes, similar theoretical guarantees exist for input with smooth shapes. Furthermore,
our simple algorithm compares favorably with existing methods. When processing voxel
shapes, a key advantage in scalability gives us the capability of handling effective resolution
of 20483 with reasonable cost, for which voxel-based methods quickly exhaust memory. For
smooth mesh inputs, our algorithm is significantly more robust, free of topological errors
which sampling-based methods routinely produce.
Then in Chapter 3 we approach the instability issue. Given a medial axis, existing research
takes three approaches to simplify it: boundary smoothing, template fitting, and pruning.
As the former two approaches either might alter the topology of the shape, or must need to
fix the topology of the medial axis, most methods take the third approach. They first define a
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significance measure on the medial axis, and then perform a topology preserving contraction
process to prune away as many as possible the non-important branches. While local measures
are the most available due to being efficient and well-defined, they are inferior than global
measures in terms of properly differentiating noises from main features on the medial axis.
The most popular local measures are either too aggressive, discarding thin features as noises,
or too conservative, preserving tips of noisy branches as important features. Global measures
outperform local ones in this aspect since they evaluate the importance of a medial point
in a much more global context of the shape. However they are extremely rare and costly.
Our method also follows the pruning approach. The key difference is we successfully define
Erosion Thickness (ET) in 3D, which is the first well-defined global measure in 3D. We
rigorously prove it is finite, continuous, and free of local minima. The key to the definition is
the burning of medial axis in 3D inspired by the grassfire analogy (Figure 1.3). We develop
an efficient algorithm to approximately compute ET for a medial axis given as a triangular
mesh, for which we also bound the approximation error. In addition, we utilize the residue
of the burning of the medial axis to compute a family of expressive skeletons whose surface
sheets capture planar regions and curves capture tubular parts on the shape.
4.1 Future works
While the two works we have presented compare favorably with state-of-the-art methods,
there is certainly room for computational and theoretical improvements. We also see poten-
tial application of our tools in solving real-world problems.
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4.1.1 Exact burning of medial axis in 3D
Underlying our Erosion Thickness is a discrete simulation of burning of the medial axis
mesh M . Currently we approximate M with a graph G which finely samples edges of M
with extra points to reduce errors introduced by the approximation. It is hopeful that one
can totally eliminate the error by conducting an exact burn. Since burn time generalizes
geodesic distance, a possible direction is to extend the exact geodesic distance algorithm
[51, 81] which works on a piece-wise linear manifold (with or without boundary).
The geodesic distance measures the length of the geodesic path between source and target
on a surface which becomes a straight line once the surface is flattened. Conceptually, in
the piece-wise setting, it is equivalent to identify a strip of faces which contains the geodesic
path. Then the geodesic distance can be exactly computed by flattening these faces and
measuring the straight distance between the source and target. To do this computationally,
Surazsky et al. [81] propagate “windows” using a priority queue in a Dijkstra-like fashion
starting from the edges directly opposite to the source point. A window can clip against
existing windows on an edge if it provides a better distance than the overlapped subset.
At all times, each window represents a set of points that are either directly or indirectly
visible to the source via a sequence of previous windows. The algorithm terminates when
finishing processing all windows in the queue. Since the target is covered by some window,
the geodesic distance is readily available, and the geodesic path can be recovered through a
series of windows.
Apparently, some algorithmic challenges remain to generalize this algorithm due to the
complex structure of medial axis.
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• First, we are interested in propagating distance from multiple, edge-based sources
rather than single, point-based source as burning starts from the entire boundary of
M . At first glance, this change seems manageable, since we could instead convert
boundary edge to a point-source determined by the intersection of the medial balls of
the edge’s ends. However, as we shall see later, allowing multiple such sources triggers
a technical difficulty unique to our setting.
• Second, similar to how we deal with non-manifold nodes, windows should be propagated
in a sheet-aware manner. This in turn entails a few challenging situations. At a certain
time a non-manifold edge might already contain a few windows. As a new window is
propagated to this edge from a boundary edge a, it needs to know which windows are
on the same sheet and only subdivide them. Suppose after this update, a subset of this
edge is considered exposed and a window is propagated from it, carrying further the
information about source a. Here comes the technical issue hinted before. It’s possible
that part of this subset is exposed prematurely. In fact, it has a shorter distance to
a different boundary edge b, and the exposure should be caused by a window from b.
However, the window from b comes after the exposure and fails to update the subset
correctly. Hence, we need to have some roll-back mechanism to undo the propagation
back to a certain time point. Note this is less of an issue for manifold mesh, since such
errors are temporary. Without the non-manifold blockage (recall the die-out burning
rule), correct updates can always be made when all windows in the queue are processed.
4.1.2 Hierarchy of burn times
Grassfire analogy inspires Liu et al. [48] to design burning of medial axes of shapes in 2D,
which we generalize to 3D. In retrospect, we realize the notion of burning can be further
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exploited. In fact, burning could potentially formulate a general framework that defines
medial structures in lower dimensions. To hint the direction we are pursuing, let’s summarize
what we have so far in our already familiar 3D setting as depicted in Figure 4.1. Consider a
shape O ⊆ R3. The grassfire essentially defines a Euclidean distance function DF everywhere
in O, whose critical points capture thin medial axis, and the subset restricted to M is referred
to as the radius function R. To help regularize M , we next define the burn time BTM on M ,
from which R is subtracted to define the measure ETM . We also approximate the quench site
of BTM to obtain medial curves MC that are even thinner than M , and denote the subset of
BT restricted to MC by BTMC . Willing to regularize MC, we obtain the burn time BTMC
on MC as defined in [48], and subtract BTM to define the measure ETC . Although we don’t
compute it, we conjecture the quench site of MC is of even lower dimension, e.g. medial
points.
The above can be summarized in a unified burning which we envision as follows. Given a
n-dimensional open set On ⊆ Rn equipped with a function F n over On, burning of the set
starting from its boundary ∂O gives a burn time function BT n that’s defined over O. The
residue of the burning, or burn axis is a (n − 2)-dimensional structure Mn that’s thinner
than O. The Erosion Thickness ET n can be defined by subtracting F n from BT n which
highlights planar features, i.e. parts of O that are more compressed along 1-of-n dimension
up to rigid transformation. Recursively applying to O this burning process d = 1, . . . , n
times gives a measure ET n−d+1 whose residue is a (n − d)-dimensional medial form. An
overarching advantage of such a framework is it provides a principled way to define medial
forms in any dimension, including medial axis, medial curves, and medial points in 3D as
special cases. We will be able to rigorously analyze and verify the properties of medial forms
and their derivative descriptors. The major challenge we face is to show such a framework
exists. For instance, we need to show in 3D, medial axis, curves and points can be defined in
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Figure 4.1: Burning processes and products in 3D unified in the same framework. From left
to right, each burning takes a shape and a function defined on it (0 everywhere in the initial
Hand shape), and produces the quench site - a thin medial structure, and the burn time on
it. Two consecutive burn times define a significance measure (ET) that highlights features
expanded along all but one dimension of the embedding space. Hence, planer features stand
out on MA embedded in 3D space, while tubular features on MC embedded in 2D MA.
the unified way suggested by the framework, which is rather challenging since straightforward
extensions of medial axis to lower dimension do not necessarily define medial curves or points
that are thinner and have the correct topology.
4.1.3 Recovery of Tree Topology
Finally, we argue the two methods in this dissertation are of valuable practical implications
for solving a real-world problem. In plant science, it is well known that the root system
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architecture (RSA) of plants serve many functions key to the plants’ well-growth. Generally,
these functions are analyzed by extracting shape traits of RSAs, which in turn help identify
the underlying useful genes. Previously, high quality roots data were rare and only primitive
shape traits were used [57, 25], which significantly limited the understanding of the RSA. As
3D root imaging techniques mature [89, 93], more roots represented as 3D voxel shapes of
high resolution become available. The hope is with these data, more advanced shape traits
that better discriminate genes can be extracted. However, the necessary computational tools
for this task are still lacking. The challenges are two-folded.
• First, the imaging resolution is still not sufficient to capture all the details of a RSA
correctly. As a consequence, topological errors prevail in the captured shape. These
topological errors can severely influence the quality of the traits to be extracted.
• Second, extraction of meaningful shape traits requires understanding a wide spectrum
of variation in both structure and geometry of roots. However such a shape analysis
solution is still elusive.
As part of a larger collaboration, we are fortunate to have access to a set of high resolution
3D images of roots of corns at different growth stages. In Figure 4.2, the surface of one of the
dataset is displayed. As we observe, there are numerous topological errors including cycles,
touchings, and disconnected components. It’s not hard to imagine how some structural
dependent traits, e.g. branching factor, can be erroneous if these topological errors are left
unattended. For this reason, as a future work, we plan to repair the topology of the roots
based on skeletons. We think this is hopeful since the skeleton of roots offers a compact
representation that encodes both the structure and geometry. Roughly, we aim to pursue
an idea of the following. First we compute the voxel core of the roots’ voxel shape, which
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Figure 4.2: A visualization of a curve skeleton inside the roots 3D image, which contains
many topological errors (a). Small cycle (b) and merging (c) of branches can be identified
with the help of skeleton and the associated shape measures.
is pruned by ET to obtain the skeleton. Guided by measures like the local thickness and
width made available by ET, we then identify the regions of the skeleton that are likely to
contain topological errors (Figure 4.2). A set of repairs will be proposed local to each region
independently. Finally, a global choice will be made as to what operation to perform for every
region that combined together will lead to a skeleton that optimizes a set of goals. Knowing
that the output must be of tree topology, a likely solution for the last step is to formulate an
energy that optimizes for the geometry of the roots, subject to hard topological constraints.
We further note that skeletons are also good candidate for shape traits extraction. Featuring
a clear graph structure, the skeleton of roots yields a natural decomposition of the roots into
segments. Those segments can be helpful in counting number of branches, and selectively
merged to identify roots whirl structure.
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This work will lead to an automatic pipeline that takes 3D image of roots and outputs
various shape traits. We believe such a pipeline could significantly reduce the time cost for
biologists to perform analysis, and thus yield positive impact on the landscape of relevant
research in plant engineering.
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Appendix A
Proof for Voxel Core
A.1 Proximity of voxel core to medial axis
We will show the property of proximity of voxel core (Theorem 2.4.4). Before that, it is
useful to the proof to have the following fact:
Lemma A.1.1. Consider three points x, p, q ∈ Rn s.t. d(x, p) < d(x, q). Given a unit
direction ~n which forms acute angle with ~pq, i.e. (q − p) · ~n, a point y on the ray emanating
from x is y = x+ s ∗ ~n where s > 0. When
s =
d(x, q)2 − d(x, p)2
2(q − p) · ~n
y is equidistant to p and q, i.e. d(y, p) = d(y, q). See Figure A.1 for notations.
We can show the lemma is true by expanding d(y, p)2 and substituting in the nominator of
s to arrive at d(y, q)2.
Next we proceed to the theorem which states the distance between a given voxel core point
and its closest medial point is bounded. We need the following notations illustrated in Figure
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Figure A.1: Notations used for Lemma A.1.1.
A.2. Let B and P be the entire boundary and boundary vertices of voxel shape O. Recall
P ⊂ B. For any point on the voxel core x ∈ C, denote ΓP (x) ⊆ P the set of closest points
among P , and ΓB(x) ⊆ B the set of closest points on B. We can find a point p ∈ ΓB(x)
contained in a boundary element e ⊆ B. Name the vertex of e closest to p by v. v is also the
closest to p among all P . There also exists a boundary vertex among the closest boundary
vertices set ΓP (x) that’s not any vertex of e. Note d(x, v) ≥ d(x, q) ≥ d(x, p). We re-state
Theorem 2.4.4 here:
Theorem A.1.1. (Theorem 2.4.4) For any point x ∈ C, d(x,M) ≤ 1
4
h
Proof. The idea is to move x, which is already close to one boundary point p, along some
unit direction until it reaches a point y such that y is equidistant to p, and q - another point
on boundary B. Lemma A.1.1 will be used to bound the distance between x and y. Note
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Figure A.2: Notations used in the proof of Theorem 2.4.4. Left: e is a voxel face. Right: e
is a voxel edge shared by only two voxel faces. Viewing direction is parallel to the e.
that since x is guaranteed inside O, we can then reason that y or some point between x, y
must be on the medial axis.
Based on the type of element e, we show the theorem for two cases as shown in Figure A.2.
case 1: e is a boundary face. In this case, we choose ~n to be the unit direction of vector x−p,
and we will find y along ~n. To make use of Lemma A.1.1, we need to show (q − p) · ~n > 0,
that is both q and x are on same side of the supporting plane of e. Starting from the right
angle ∠vpx and d(x, v) ≥ d(x, q), we have:
d(v, p)2 = d(x, v)2 − d(x, p)2 ≥ d(x, q)2 − d(x, p)2
Since e contains p, v, a vertex of e, is the closest boundary vertex to p, we have:
d(q, p) > d(v, p)
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It follows from two above relations
d(q, p)2 + d(x, p)2 > d(x, q)2
which proves (q, p) · (x, p) > 0.
Now applying Lemma A.1.1, we obtain along the ray from x with direction n a point y
equidistant to p, q and forms distance to x:
d(x, y) =
d(x, q)2 − d(x, p)2
2(q − p) · ~n
This distance can be bounded. First we should note the nominator is shown to be no larger
than d(v, p)2 earlier, which in turn is no bigger than h
2
2
, the squared half diagonal of the
square face e. Denominator can be lower-bounded by noting q should be at least h away
from the supporting plane of e, hence is no smaller than 2h. Distance between x, y is shown
to be bounded:
d(x, y) ≤ h
4
Lastly, we assert the segment x, y must contain a medial axis point. Otherwise, y is a medial
point. This is because x ∈ C is inside shape O, and ¯x, y doesn’t hit M , so all points on ¯x, y
are in O. Since y is a point inside O that has two closest points on B, fitting the medial axis
definition, y ∈M . This leads to the bound of distance to M :
d(x,M) ≤ d(x, y) ≤ h
4
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case 2: e is a boundary edge. In this case, e can only be shared by only two voxel faces,
denoted as f1, f2, whose normals are ~n1, ~n2 pointing toward x. This time we need to show
q, x are on the same side of the supporting plane of at least one face. Again, let ~n be the
unit direction of x− p, which can be written as combination of ~n1, ~n2:
~n = a1 ~n1 + a2 ~n2
Note a1, a2 are all positive, since otherwise is covered by case 1. Following the same analysis
of case 1, we can show (q − p) · (x− p) > 0, which implies (q − p) · ~n. Replacing ~n with its
linear combination form, we have:
a1(q − p) · ~n1 + a2(x− p) · ~n2 > 0
For this to be true, at least one term is positive. Since a1, a2 are positive, without loss of
generality, we have (q − p) · ~n1 > 0. Hence q, x are on one side of the plane supporting face
f1. Applying Lemma A.1.1, we have a point y equidistant to q, p along the ray x + s ∗ ~n1,
such that:
d(x, y) =
d(x, q)2 − d(x− p)2
2(q − p) · ~n1
Similarly, we can bound it. The nominator can be again upper-bounded by d(v, p)2 = h
2
4
, i.e.
the squared half length of voxel edge e. The denominator is lower-bounded by 2h. Together
we have the bound
d(x, y) ≤ h
8
Following the similar argument in end of case 1, we can show from x to y the segment either
contains a medial axis point before y, or y is a medial axis point. Hence the bound of the
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distance to M :
d(x,M) ≤ d(x, y) ≤ h
8
A.2 Proximity of voxelization to smooth shape
We show Theorem 2.5.1 that states the smooth shape O and its voxelization, i.e. a voxel
shape Oh are close to each other when the voxel size h is sufficiently smaller than r, the
reach of O. Let the boundary of O be B, boundary vertices of Oh be Ph, we re-state the
theorem.
Theorem A.2.1. (Theorem 2.5.1)For any h ≤ 2
√
3
3
r,
(1) dH(Ph, B) <
√
2+
√
3
2
h
(2) dH(Oh, O) <
√
3
2
h
Proof. Lachaud and Thibert [43] show that the Hausdorff distance between the smooth
boundary and its voxelized boundary in dimension d is bounded above by
√
d/2, when the
voxel size is smaller than 2r/
√
d. In our case, the two surfaces are Bh and B at dimension
d = 3. We then have the following specialized theorem, upon which we base our proof:
(Theorem L.T.) For any h ≤ 2
√
3
3
r
dH(Bh, B) ≤
√
3
2
h
proof of (1) We first show the one direction of the first Hausdorff distance. That is, given
x ∈ Ph, there exists a point y ∈ B such that d(x, y) <
√
2+
√
3
2
h. This is immediately
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Figure A.3: Notations used for the proof of Theorem 2.5.1. Left: bounding dH(Ph, B) for
direction B → Ph. Middle: bounding dH(Oh, O) for direction Oh → O. Right: the one
directional distance B → Bh implies a band (orange) along B that contains Bh.
true, since Ph is a subset of Bh and due to Theorem L.T., we can find a point y ∈ B s.t.
d(x, y) ≤
√
3
2
h <
√
2+
√
3
2
h.
Then we show the bound for the direction d(x, Ph) for a point x ∈ B. First there exists
a point y ∈ Bh and d(x, y) ≤ h
√
3/2 (Theorem L.T.). Since y is on the boundary of
voxel shape, it must be contained by a boundary element e (face or edge). By Lemma
2.4.1, the closest boundary vertex for y in Ph, p, will be one of the vertex of e, which is no
larger than
√
2/2h, half the length of the diagonal of a voxel face. By triangle inequality,
d(x, p) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, p) ≤ h(√2 +√3)/2.
proof of (2) To bound the distance for the direction Oh → O, we only need focus on a
point x that’s in Oh but not in O. There must be a voxel containing x whose center c is in
O. Since x is outside of O, immediately there exists a point y ∈ B between x and c. We
have d(x,O) ≤ d(x, y) ≤ h√3/2, half diagonal of the voxel.
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Next, we bound the distance for the direction O → Oh by considering a point x ∈ O \ Oh.
The Hausdorff distance bound in Theorem L.T. means for each point on B there centers a
ball with radius h
√
3/2 that intersects Bh. The union a such balls will form a band around
B, each side having thickness of h
√
3/2 (Figure A.3, right). The band completely contains
Bh in its interior. Since x is inside O but outside of Oh, it is in the space sandwiched between
the two boundaries B and Bh, as illustrated in the example in the Figure. Hence, a ball of
radius h
√
3/2 centered at x must intersect with Bh, proving the bound.
A.3 Homotopy equivalence of voxelization to smooth
shape
We show the voxel shape Oh is homotopy equivalent to the smooth shape O under small
enough voxel size. We will build the proof based on a notable result by Stelldinger et al.
that shows a topology preserving reconstruction from the voxel shape is homeomorphic to
the smooth shape. Roughly two sets A,B ⊆ Rn are homeomorphic to each other if there is
a bijection mapping between them, which implies homotopy equivalence between the two.
Therefore, our plan is to show we can obtain a surface satisfying the topology preserving
criteria. Then homotopy equivalence will trivially follow.
Consider a group of 2 × 2 × 2 adjacent voxels, whose centers form vertices of a cube. We
call it a dual cube since it is dual to the vertex shared by these 8 voxels as depicted in
Figure A.5. Now every vertex of a dual cube corresponds to the center of a voxel which is
either in/out of O. Determined by the insideness of each vertex, a dual cube can be in 14
canonical configurations up to rotational, reflectional and complementary symmetry. Note
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even with this number of possibilities, it is still difficult to guarantee under what condition
the voxel shape Oh encodes the topology of O, as some configurations are non-manifold or
ambiguous. Remarkably, Stelldinger et al. are able to show, only 8 of the configurations (see
Figure A.4) are possible when voxels are small enough:
Theorem A.3.1. (Results from [77]) For any voxel size h ≤
√
3
3
r, where r is the reach of
smooth shape O, a dual cube can only be in 1 of the 8 configurations (Figure A.4). Particu-
larly, configuration 8 always appear in pair, with the other dual cube in the complementary
state, i.e. the non-shared vertex has flipped insideness.
Provided the voxel size condition is satisfied, Definition 15 of [77] shows that the shape
reconstructed from the voxel shape Oh is topology preserving if its boundary in each dual
cube is topologically equivalent to a disk as depicted in Figure A.4. Theorem 16 of the paper
further states the reconstructed shape is also homeomorphic to the original smooth shape O.
Next, we will build O′ from Oh whose boundary ∂O′ is a topology preserving reconstruction
to prove homotopy equivalence.
We build O′ by reconstructing its boundary locally for each dual cube. Since dual cube 1 is
completely in or out of O, it induces no surface. For dual cube 2-7, we simply take the voxel
boundary surface within the cube. It’s easy to verify the result has a disk topology. However
this strategy doesn’t work directly for dual cube (8) since it will introduce a non-manifold
edge. Hence, in cube 8, after we obtain the voxel boundary, we push the center point onto
the bottom face and deform the nearby boundary surface continuously. This also applies to
the other cube of the pair. Due to complementarity, the local reconstruction in the cube-pair
is equivalent to a disk (Figure A.4). Since all the operation is continuous, O′ is homotopic
equivalent to Oh. Also, O
′ is topology preserving, to which the original shape O is homotopy
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Figure A.4: Top: 8 possible configurations for a dual cube when voxel size is sufficiently
small (Theorem A.3.1). Bottom: A topology preserving reconstruction in each configuration
is equivalent to a disk. Dual cube (8) always appears with a cube of the complementary
states. That is, one in the pair has 2 inside and 6 outside voxel centers, while the other
2 outside and 6 inside voxel centers. They share the face having two inside voxel centers.
Image courtesy of [77].
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Figure A.5: (a): A dual cube whose 8 corners are voxel centers. (b): The voxel occupancy
of the dual cube (8) in Figure A.4. Red/White dots: in/outside voxel centers. (c): The
boundary of our topology preserving shape in the cube (and pairing-cube below) is formed by
pressing the center of the voxel boundary toward the face shared by the cube-pair, resulting
in a manifold surface whose boundary curve is colored by black.
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equivalent (from Definition 15 and Theorem 16 of [77]). Hence, O is homotopy equivalent
to Oh.
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Appendix B
Proof for Erosion Thickness
We introduce the notations we will use in the following proof. For a shape S, the medial
axis is M equipped with radius function R, whose manifold, singular, and boundary points
are M2,Ms,∂M . In addition, maximally closed subset of M is denoted by MC . A point x in
the closure of medial axis M = M¯ has at least one nearest point on ∂S whose distance to x
is R(x).
B.1 Properties of ET in 3D
B.1.1 Finiteness
Theorem B.1.1. For a point in medial axis x ∈ M , ET (x) = ∞ if and only if x ∈ MC,
where MC is the maximal closed subcomplex of M .
Proof. If x ∈MC , then intuitively any exposing tree for x (with root at x) will have infinite
complexity because it has to keep spawning its paths looking for boundary points, which
there are none on MC . Hence the burn time BT (x) is infinite and also ET (x) =∞.
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Otherwise, x ∈ M \MC . We show that we can always find a finite exposing tree rooted at
x. We first note M \MC can be decomposed into manifold components C = {C1, . . . , Ck} by
breaking it along the singular curves. We call a component C exposed by a set of components
C ′ if after removing every component in C ′ from M \MC , C has some boundary. We can then
order all components in C such that components having some part from ∂M thus exposed
by ∅ come first, followed by components that can be exposed by those before it. Now we
are ready to inductively build exposing tree for x. In base case, consider x ∈ C \MS for
all C that can be exposed by ∅, then there exists a finite exposing tree, which is a path,
rooted at x with leaf on ∂C ⊂ ∂M . Then assume every point in C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ci−1 (including
all ∅-exposable components) has a finite exposing tree. Consider a point x ∈ Ci. If x ∈ ∂Ci,
then an exposing set of sectors of x lie on one or more components in C1, . . . , Ci−1. For each
such sector s, x can be connected by a path to an interior point y on s which in turn can
connect to the already built exposing tree of y (by induction). Else, x is a interior point in
Ci. Then we simply extend a path from x to a point y on the exposed boundary ∂Ci, and
glue the exposing tree of y (constructed as previous step) with the path. Either way, a finite
exposing tree of x is built.
B.1.2 Continuity
We first present a lemma that bounds the variation of radius function between two points
x, y. Let dA(x, y) be the infimum of the length of paths between x, y ∈ A restricted to a set
A.
Lemma B.1.1. Given two distinct points x, y ∈M , R(x) ≤ R(y)+dM(x, y). The inequality
becomes strict when x, y ∈M.
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Proof. The sketch of the proof proceeds by contradiction. Intuitively, if radius function varies
faster than the distance on the medial axis between two medial points, then the medial ball
of y will be enclosed in the medial ball of x, thus y cannot be on the medial axis, leading to
contradiction.
Theorem B.1.2. 1. ET is continuous and 2-lipschitz over M2 \MC.
2. Consider a singular point x ∈Ms \ (∂M ∪MC). ET over M2 ∪ x is
(a) Upper-semicontinuous at x.
(b) Continuous and 2-Lipschitz at x within some 2-dimensional disk D ⊆ M containing x
in its interior.
Proof. Let A = M2 \MC , we prove the property by order.
1: We want to bound the derivative of function ET w.r.t. x ∈ A over the domain A. This
can be broken down to first introduce a change in the point x, then study how much ET
has changed. Consider any two points x, y ∈ A. The change between them is the shortest
distance on A, dA(x, y), which gives the change in the domain. The change of ET is:
|ET (x)− ET (y)| = |BT (x)−BT (y)− (R(x)−R(y))| definition of ET
< |BT (x)−BT (y)|+ |R(x)−R(y)| absolute value property
< 2dA(x, y) bound of variation of BT and lemma B.1.1
where the bound of BT can be shown to be |BT (x) − BT (y)| ≤ dA(x, y). Hence, ET is
2-Lipschitz, which implies continuity.
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2(a): Similarly, for any x ∈Ms \ (∂M ∪MC) and y ∈ A we can show the one side Lipschitz
condition ET (y)− 2dA(x, y) ≤ ET (x), meaning ET is upper-semicontinuous at x.
2(b): To show the continuity and Lipschitz condition within the disk D around x, we first
find D. Intuitively D always exists as the last full disk after removing the minimal number of
sectors around x that contain the root edges of the exposing tree that realizes BT (x). Then
for y ∈ D ∩M2, the analysis conducted for property 1 can be applied to show 2-Lipschitz
and continuity on D.
B.1.3 Local minima
Theorem B.1.3. For any x ∈ M \ (∂M ∪MC) and any 2-dimensional disk D ⊆ M that
contains x in its interior, there is some y ∈ D such that ET (x) > ET (y).
Proof. Note there is always some point y ∈ ∂D which is burned before x. Otherwise, no
exposing tree exists for x which contradicts that x /∈MC . Then we have BT (x)−BT (y) ≥
dD(x, y), since BT (y) + dD(x, y) only captures the length of a branch going through y of the
burn tree rooted at x (recall the definition of exposing tree). We then have:
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ET (x)− ET (y) = BT (x)−BT (y)− (R(x)−R(y)) definition of ET
≥ dD(x, y)− (R(x)−R(y)) see above analysis
≥ dM(x, y)− (R(x)−R(y)) D ⊆M
≥ dM(x, y)− |R(x)−R(y)| absolute value property
≥ 0 lemma B.1.1
B.2 Error bound of graph-restricted ET
Theorem B.2.1. Let |M | be the number of triangles in the input triangle mesh M , g be
the maximal gradient magnitude of R on any triangle edge on ∂M , and ω be the maximal
distance between adjacent nodes of G on a triangle edge. For any node v in G, its ET re-
stricted on G, ETG is bounded:
ET (v) ≤ ETG(v) ≤ ET (v) + (2|M |+ g)ω
We proceed with two parts to show the bound. We first show in Lemma B.2.1 that for
some vertex v its exposing tree on M can be converted to an exposing tree on G, and the
graph-restricted exposing tree is short in some sense. Then we show the complexity of this
tree is also bounded in Lemma B.2.2. Together the two lemmas will lead to a proof of the
theorem.
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Figure B.1: G+ adds jump-arcs (green) to G on each triangle edge, forming the complete
graph within a triangle.
Lemma B.2.1. Given an exposing tree Γ on M rooted at v (located on triangle vertex or a
triangle edge), there exists an exposing tree Γ′ restricted on G whose length is bounded
L(Γ′) ≤ L(Γ) + (2k + g)ω
where k is the maximal number of edges of any root-to-leaf path in Γ.
Proof. The idea is the following. We first augment the graph G with some jump-arcs to
obtain G′. Then for a node v in G, any exposing tree Γ for v in M , can be converted to an
exposing tree Γ′ restricted to G via an intermediate graph G+. The graph is constructed as
depicted in Figure B.2.
With G+ constructed, Γ is first converted to an exposing tree Γ+ in G+, which is then con-
verted to Γ′. The first conversion is done by “snapping” each chord of Γ lying on a triangle
to an arc in G+ in one of the three ways (see Figure B.2. Note approximation error will be
introduced here, but the second conversion is lossless.
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Figure B.2: Each chord c (dashed) is a segment within a triangle of a path on M . It can be
“snapped” to an arc a (solid) in one of the three ways.
The rest of the work is to analyze the error introduced in the first conversion to achieve the
bound. We can first bound for each chord c ⊆ Γ the length of the arc a ⊆ Γ+ it snaps to
using the configurations in Figure B.2, giving:
|a| ≤ |c|+ 2ω
Since there are at most k chords along any root-leaf path γ in Γ, whose corresponding path
in Γ+ is γ+, we sum up the inequality for them, arriving at:
|γ+| ≤ |γ|+ 2kω
We also need to account for the difference between the radius function R at the leaf of γ and
γ+, denoted as u and u+:
R(u+) ≤ R(u) + gω
Simply adding the two above inequalities gives:
For any γ (correspondingly γ+), |γ+|+R(u+) ≤ |γ|+R(u) + (2k + g)ω
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Figure B.3: A path γ of an exposing tree meandering in a triangle (dashed) can be straight-
ened into one chord (solid) that’s simpler and shorter.
Since any root-leaf path satisfies the above condition, it also apply to the exposing tree
length.
Lemma B.2.2. Given an exposing tree Γ on M rooted at v (on triangle vertex or edge),
there exists another exposing tree Γ′ such that
1. L(Γ′) ≤ L(Γ)
2. Each root-to-leaf path of Γ′ has at most one chord on any single triangle (or one of its
edge)
Proof. Intuitively, we can shorten the given tree Γ by straightening its intersection with a
triangle in one of the two ways as depicted in Figure B.2. The resulting tree Γ′ will be no
longer than Γ, and only has at most one chord in any triangle.
Combining Lemma B.2.1,B.2.2, we have that for any exposing tree Γ on M for a node v on
triangle vertex or edge, there exists a G-restricted exposing tree Γ′ whose length is bounded:
L(Γ′) ≤ L(Γ) + (2|M |+ g)ω
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Since this holds for any exposing tree, it also holds for burn tree whose length realizes BT:
BT (v) ≤ BTG(v) ≤ BT (v) + (2|M |+ g)ω
Note the left inequality holds because G is only a subset of M . Subtracting R(v) on all sides
leads us to the condition in Theorem B.2.1:
ET (v) ≤ ETG(v) ≤ ET (v) + (2|M |+ g)ω
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